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SOME PROPERTIES OF BOLTED JOINTS 

by 

T. V. HEATH 

" ABSTRACT 

The roles of surface roughness and of surface 

flatness in determining the properties of structural 

joints are discussed. A method of measuring the effects 

of errors of form on joint stiffness is given. 

Measurements of the dynamic stiffness of annular 

bolted joints were taken for varying preloads and on joints 

with different surface finishes. Results obtained were of 

a form not previously seen. 

It was determined that the joint motion was the 

combination of a normal joint motion,. which was uniform 

across the joint, and a dynamic deformation of the joint 

planforms resulting from the superimposition of a uniform 

dynamic load on to the non-uniform static joint preload 

provided by the bolts. This dynamic deformation varied as 

a function of position within the joint and in consequence 

the dynamic motion of the joint was'not uniform with position. 

It was found that the phase relationship between the applied 

dynamic force and the resultant joint motion varied markedly 

with both bolt load and excitation frequency. A two degree 

of freedom mathematical model was developed to account for 

the unusual changes in the phase and magnitude of the 

dynamic joint stiffness, with these parameters. This model 

includes a negative stiffness. Experiments were'performed 

to demonstrate the existence of this negative stiffness 
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and a method was then developed for determining the 

static motion of a rectangular joint subjected to non- 

uniform loading. 
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A Amplitude of joint motion 
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datum plane 
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Rotation of joint plate, Angular position, 
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Coefficient of friction 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION AND-PREVIOUS WORK 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

A joint may be defined as the region of contact 

between different components, or different sections of 

a single component, in any machine or structure. There 

are many types of joint, some of which are present in a 

structure simply to enable the fabrication of shapes and 

sizes not otherwise possible, whilst others have a more 

specific function such as to enable relative motion to 

occur between components, as in the case of a bearing, or 

to provide a fluid seal between sections of a machine. It 

is generally true to say that the classes of joint specifically 

designed for a purpose other than for simply connecting two 

components have been closely studied and are now the products 

of an advanced technology. It has only recently become 

widely appreciated however that the simple connecting joint 

also has properties which can have considerable influence 

on the static and dynamic properties of'machine'strüctures. 

A considerable volume of research by numerous authors has 

laid a firm foundation for the study of joints. Further 

work is now necessary to obtain a wider understanding of 

the mechanisms affecting joint properties and to enable the 

specification of joint design for the optimization of 

machine performance. 

Joints are usually divided into two- "clas'ses, fixed 

and moving. Fixed joints are connections between components 

in which there is no intentional motion tangential to the 

joint surface. Such joints are commonly formed by welding, 

riveting, bonding or by clamping under normal load, for 

f 
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example by bolting or by the application of pneumatic 

or hydraulic pressure. Moving joints are necessary to 

enable relative motion to occur between adjacent components 

as in the case of rotary bearings or in machine slides. 

It is common f6r moving joints to be clamped under load for 

part of their lives as in the case of lathe tail stocks 

and as such the sliding joint can be converted to a fixed 

joint. 

The type of fixing used in a joint depends largely 

on the strength requirement of the connection and whether 

the joint is to be permanent or has to be separated for 

maintainance or other reason. Welding and riveting can 

usually be relied upon to give nominally-strong joints but 

these joints once formed do not readily lend themselves 

to separation. Bolts however can give fairly high interfacial 

preloads whilst still being very easy to strip and reassemble. 

This ease of use'coupled with reliability and low cost. has 

meant that for many years the use of bolts and other screw 

fasteners has been a primary method'of securing joints. As 

a result of this widespread application the bolted connection 

deserves special attention in the study of joints; this 

work therefore is intended to determine the fundamental 

properties of bolted connections. 

1.2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

The main properties of a 'joint which affect the 

st4tic-and dynamic performance of a machine tool or other 

structural body are its stiffness and its damping capacity. 

It has long been appreciated that the majority of damping 

in machine tools comes from system rather than from material 

damping. Tobias (11) while investigating machine tool chatter 
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has measured the frequency responses of various machine 

tools and found damping ratios in the range of 0.006 to 

0.135; a typical value being 0.03. This typical value 

is far larger than the internal damping of normal structural 

steels. Peters'(9) performed experiments in which the 

damping ratios of cast iron and steel lathe spindles were 

measured in situ and remote from the machine. With the 

spindles remote from the machine structure values of 0.001 

and 0.002 were obtained for the damping ratios of the steel 

and cast iron specimens respectively. Although the cast 

iron'shows double the damping in the steel this is not 

significant when compared to the value of 0.03 obtained 

with the spindle in situ. From the shape of decay curves 

taken during experimentation it was'concluded that the 

predominant source of damping in the mounted spindle was 

sliding friction-in the spindle housing. It was further 

noted that the damping was a function of the preload'applied 

to the mounting bearings andthat there was an optimum 

preload for maximum damping. Peters set a value of damping 

ratio of 045 as a desirable lower limit for machine tool 

damping and suggested that additional damping could be 

introduced into machine tool structures to bring energy- 

dissipation levels up'to this value'by using vico-elastic 

dynamic vibration absorbers and by the introduction`of 

viscous damping into the spindles. Using these methods a 

damping ratio of 0.25 was obtained in a spindle and this 

damping was sufficient to eliminate chatter from cylindrical 

turning operations which had previously been highly disturbing. 

This example serves to illustrate the importance ' of. damping 

in the control of-structural vibration. 
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Damping in machine tool structures is also discussed 

'ýý. e 

by Andrew (8) who quotes values of material damping in 

the range of 0.003-to 0.005 for cast'iron and 0.0015 to 

0.0025 for steel. These are higher than the values given 

by Peters but are again insignificant when compared with 

the values of 0.016 to 0.05 given for complete machines. 

Andrew discusses two types of system damping both originating 

in the structural joints. Interfacial slip,. where energy 

is dissipated in a motion tangential to the joint surface, 

and interfacial squeeze action where a fluid, normally, 

machine oil, is pumped in and out of interfacial cavities 

within the joint. To demonstrate the damping effect of 

interfacial squeeze action an experiment-was, performed on 

a standard milling machine where the machine, was stripped 

and, where possible without risk of machine damage, all 

the joints between components were degreased. The damping 

capacity of the. machine was then measured. Oil-and grease 

were then reintroduced into the machine. and the damping 

again recorded. A 50% increase in energy dissipation was 

measured in the lubricated relative to the unlubricated 

state. Andrew agrees with Peters that the damping normally 

present in machine tool structures is undesirably low and 

concludes that if more damping is to be introduced into 

structural connections then squeeze damping offers greater 

potential for development than does slip damping. 

Further measurements on squeeze damping have been 

made by Ungar and Carbonell (2)., A'series of tests was 

performed on irregularly shaped aluminium plates to which 

had been bolted stiffening beams. Irregular shapes of 

plates and assymetric locations of the, beams were-chosen,, 
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to ensure that when subjected to a forced harmonic 

excitation, a diffuse wave field would be generated in 

the panel. This was desirable to ensure that results were 

not unduly affected by dominant resonances in the test 

structure. The damping in the panel was measured from its 

reverberation time, and after correcting for material 

damping ratios of 0.004 were attributed to the presence of 

the beam.. Rather surprisingly it was found that neither the 

clamping load with which the beams were held to the panel 

nor the surface finish of the mating parts had significant 

effect on the panel damping and it was therefore concluded 

that solid friction played little part in interfacial 

energy dissipation; the damping resulted primarily from 

the pumping of air between the plate' and beam. This conclusion 

was confirmed when it was discovered that any restriction 

on the movement of air in the interfacial region, for 

example by welding the seam between beam and panel, led 

to a reduction in the measured damping and that furthermore 

the energy dissipation was found to decrease with the 

ambient air pressure. 

A number of attempts have been made to calculate 

energy dissipation in squeeze films. The theory is normally 

based upon the Reynold's equation or on a similar approach. 

To obtain mathematical solutions to this problem authors 

have found it necessary to assume that the faces containing 

the squeeze film are parallel, or of constant separation. 

This is not an assumption which relates well to practical 

joints. Andrew, Cockburn and Waring (17) made measurements 

of the quadrature and 'in-phase stiffnesses of stacks of 

dry and oiled joints and found that whereas no damping could 
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" be measured with the joints in the dry condition, there 

were considerable quadrature forces present when oil 

was introduced. It-was found that the damping increased 

with oil viscocity and with a decrease in the effective 

separation of the joint, planforms. The effective separation 

was considered to be a function of the surface finish of 

the joint planforms; the better the surface finish, the 

smaller the separation. The damping forces also increased 

with the frequency of excitation. A qualitative model was 

proposed to describe the effects of-an interfacial oil 

film. This model consisted of a piston acting on, a cylinder 

of oil which was connected to a reservoir through a... 

restrictor. It was argued that the motion of the piston was 

equivalent to the joint motion and that the subsequent 

flow of oil through, the restrictor represented the flow of 

oil between joint, asperities. It wasr.. claimed that the 
" 

properties. of this model were similar to the-results obtained 

experimentally; A close inspection of these results shows 

however that the similarity is tenuous., 

Waring. (16) performed further experiments on joint 

stacks using joint surfaces which had, been lapped flatto. 

within close, limits. These surfaces were then,. held a known 
distance apart by-'pips' produced on the surface by, indenting 

a hard ball under known load. Provided that cavitation did 

not occur in the interfacial oil film the results obtained 

from this arrangement compared-well with-, those predicted, 

from squeeze film theory. '., 

It should be noted that when a stack of joints is 

tested rather than. a single joint the displacement to be 

measured is increased in proportion to the number of joints 
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in the stack. 'This considerably eases the problems of 

measuring the very small displacements which occur in 

joints. Problems arise however in that it is very difficult 

to maintain parallelism of the joint surfaces in a stack 

and it is therefore difficult to prevent buckling in the 

column. In both the-previously mentioned works the joints 

were annular in shape and a centrally placed inductive 

transducer was used to measure the joint displacements. 

Using a centrally mounted single pick-up makes it impossible 

to measure the effects of any buckling or tilting which 

might occur. 

The frequency range investigated by Andrew, Cockburn 

and Waring (17) was 30 - 270 Hz. The properties of oil 

films subjected to higher frequencies, 300 - 1000 Hz, has 

been investigated by Hother-Lushington and Johnson, (7). A 

mild steel beam was clamped at both ends and subjected to 

forced excitation at the centre. A resonance curve was 

obtained from which the damping in the beam was calculated. 

Two pads were then placed in position, centrally located 

above and below the beam with a separation of 1.5 x'10-3in 

between the pad and beam on each surface. Oil, at constant 

pressure, was supplied to each pad and a new resonance, 

curve obtained. Considerable damping was obtained from the 

oil. The amplitudes of motion measured in these experiments 

were far larger than those which might be expected in, ', 

structural joints, and bulk cavitation of the oil occurred, 

also unlikely in joints. Nevertheless it was found that if 

the working fluid were considered as`an oil/air mixture 

then reasonable correlation between"dqueeze film theory and 

practise was obtained. 

Whilst it seems that damping might be most easily 
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introduced into structures by*concentrating on the effects 

of squeeze films, sight must not be lost of the fact that 

a considerable proportion of the damping normally present 

is a. result, of frictional losses in tangential slip. Earles 

and Philpott (i) have investigated the frictional damping 

between dry steel contacts under oscillating tangential 

loads. The test specimen was clamped under normal load and 

was then subjected to an oscillating tangential force. The 

interfacial'friction was measured as a function of the 

normal load and of the duration of the tests. It was found 

that during the initial period of experimentation there 

occurred considerable surface damage due to fretting= in 

consequence there was ,a rise in the-coefficient of friction 

so that the energy dissipation rose. Subsequently however 

the loose particles resulting from'the surface damage oxidised 

and the oxidised particles collected together and acted as 

a lubricant between the two surfaces. The operational 

coefficient of friction then decreased causing a drop in 

the level of damping. It was found that provided the amplitude 

of motion was insufficiently large for gross slip to occur 

then the damping in'the joint stabilised, becoming invariant 

with time. Theoretical, expressions were derived for the 

slip damping and these gave excellent correlation with 

the experimental results under conditions of partial slip. 

Agreement was not as good when gross slip occurred. A review 

of progress in the Analysis of interfacial slip damping 

is given by Goodman (18). 

The damping in engineering structures is important 

to minimise the effects of structural resonance and to give 

a high resistance to the potential effects of-shock excitation. 
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A factor of equal if not greater importance in machine tools 

is the static stiffness of the structure. A high stiffness 

is required to keep resonant frequencies high and to 

minimise vibration amplitudes in off resonant conditions 

of forced excitation. A high stiffness is also required to 

restrict machine deflections under constant tool loads 

thereby enabling high dimensional accuracy of components 

to be obtained. Connolly and Thornley (10) showed that 

joint deflections were a significant if not major contributor 

to overall structural deflections and criteriön was given 

for determining the relative effects of joint and material 

deflections in joints of various configurations. Several 

factors have been shown to influence the normal'static 

stiffness-of metal-to-metal joints, the most important of 

these, omiting the effects of differing joint materials, 

being the preload applied to the joint, and the surface' 

finish of the mating components. Much basic work has been 

performed by Thornley, Connolly, ' Barash and Koenigsberger, 

(14) and (15), on the influence of surface topography on 

the static performance of joints. During'an-early series 

of tests it'was, shown"-that provided'a minimum preload ""dependant 

on the type of surface, was exceeded, then the surface 

roughness of the-planforms had'no effect on the static 

stiffness of the joint. The value of the minimum preload 

decreased as the surface finish was improved; typical values 

being 0.1`tons/in2"for a lapped surface and"3 tons/in2 for 

a shaped surface. This conclusion may be a'little misleading, 

since, as discussed by the'authors, interface pressures in 

bolted joints are usually in the region of 2 tons/in2 so 

that except for joints of particularly 'fine quality the 
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minimum preload is unlikely to be exceeded. It may therefore 

be taken that improving the surface quality of joint 

planforms increases the joint stiffness. It was subsequently 

shown by the same group of authors that in the preload 

range 0.02 to 2 tons/in2 there was a linear relationship 

between joint stiffness and applied preload, and that the 

constant of proportionality was a function of the surface 

finish. i 

Deconinck (6) conducted research into dynamic 

stiffness of metal,. to metal joints subjecting'test pieces 

to a low frequency vibration (3Hz). This frequency was 

chosen so that the effects 6f instrument phase shifts on 

measurements could be eliminated. This problem is much 

discussed*by Day (19). No damping was measured'in the joint 

although since many damping' mechanisms are velocity dependant 

the low forcing frequency might have contributed to. this 

result. The shape of the variation of joint'stiffness with 

applied preload was approximated by Deconinck to a parabola 

and he also concluded that the surface roughness of the 

planforms did, not significantly affect the stiffness. Tiese 

findings are somewhat different from the later results - 

obtained by Thornley et al. 

Corbach (20) and Eisle and Lorbach (21) demonstrated 

that in-sliding joints the introduction of oil into-the 

joint interface causes-an increase in the dynamic stiffness. 

A similar effect for fixed joints was observed by Andrew, 

Cockburn and Waring (17). These conclusions are in turn 

contradicted by Day (19) who found that 'joints containing 

an oil film have a stiffness which is only increased within 

very narrow bands of,. a few specific frequencies, and that 
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at all other frequencies the stiffness is constant 

dependant only-on preload. It is seen that there is still 

considerable controversy over the roles and the effects 

of surface finish and interfacial load on the normal 

stiffness of metal to metal joints. 

The mode of deformation of contacting asperities in 

a joint has been much discussed. A review of research % e 
into the compression of such asperities is given by, -Jones 
Howells and Probert (5). They show-that by using complex 

derivations of the original Hertzian contact model, an 

elastic sphere being pressed against a rigid flat surface, ' 

a linear relationship between the real contact area in the 

oint and the applied load may be a jy pproaChed when elastic 

deformation is assumed. A similar relationship may also be 

obtained-by considering the asperities to deform plastically 

and thus irrespective of the mode ofa; deformation, a linear 

" relationship between applied load and real contact area 

may be obtained. 

Although considerable work has been performed by the 

above mentioned and many other researchers into the 

theoretical and experimental. determination of joint properties, 
it is still not possible to predict with any certainty, the 

effect of joints on the dynamics of complex structures, and 

there is scope for much further. workº The purpose of this 

dissertation is to examine the general properties of a 

simple bolted metal-to-metal connection--and to make recommendation 

as to the manner in which'joints may be prepared in order 

to improve the performance of machines and structures. 

0 
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Chapter 2 

THE EXPERIMENTAL DETER"'; IN 
CONTOUR AREA AS A FUNCT 

N OF THE VARIATION OF 
0 JOINT DEFLECTION. 

2.1 SURFACE FINISH AND JOINT PROPERTIES 

The surface finish of a machined component is 

conventially described in terms of two parameters; surface 

roughness, and flatness error or error of form. The 

roughness of a surface indicates the texture of that surface. 

and is composed of errors of a short wavelength. It is 

primarily dictated by the machining process used in the 

production of the component and the cutting conditions 

prevalent during application of that process. Flatness 

errors are of a much longer wavelength and occur in general 

not as a function of the type of machining but as a'result 

of inaccuracies in particular machines; for example, 

misalignment or wear in slideways; deformation of the tool 

under cutting forces and bending of machine structures due 

to incorrect mounting on foundations. It must be noted 

however that as shown by Thornley et al ('15) certain 

machining processes can inherently lead to flatness errors. 

Flatness and roughness errors are simultaneously present 

on surfaces but are independant. It is in principle possible 

to produce a surface which is rough but is very flat or 

alternatively one which has a mirror finish but contains 

errors of form. 'Thus when considering the effects of surface 

finish on joint properties roughness and flatness must be, 

treated as independant parameters. 

A considerable volume of research has been performed 

into the manner in which surfaces behave when brought into 

contact although this work has largely been directed towards 
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gaining a greater understanding of surface friction. 

Kragelski-and Demkin (13) define three types of contact 

area'within a joint: - 

1) APPARENT area of contact Aa which is the area 

defined'by the physical dimensions of the contacting 

bodies. 

2) CONTOUR area of. contact Ac formed by the bulk 

compression of surface waves. This is the area 

of the regions of the surface containing touching 

asperities although contact is not complete within 

these areas. 

3) REAL area of contact Ar which is the sum total-of 

the actual areas of contact between mating asperities. 

Three parameters are introduced to describe the 

effects-of surface finish on real contacts 

1- 
Ar is dependant on the surface 
Ac roughness 

2= 
Ac is dependant on the surface 
Aa flatness 

and 7t 3' 1. T1 2 described the combined effects 
of roughness and flatness errors 

From a series. of experimental measurements on numerous 

surfaces it was found that the initial part of the bearing 

area curve could be represented by the expression: 

7t = b£ m 

since in practical situations-the real contact area rarely 

exceeds 1/5 of the apparent contact area then the expression 

covers the entire range of deflections normally occurring 

in joints. If it is now combined with the relationship of 

prime importance in the conventional theory of friction, 
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that the real contact area is proportional to the applied 

load; e. g. Greenwood and Williamson (22), Archard (12) 

then we have, assuming that for small deflections the 

contour area does not change significantly: 

`.. P= dEm 

differentiating with respect to E gives 

dP = mde m= mP 
dE 

but ä£ 
; i. e. the change in joint preload to give a 

unit change in deflection; is the normal stiffness of the 

joint and thus it is seen that the joint stiffness is 

directly proportional to the applied load on the joint. 

The linear relationship between load and stiffness has 

been verified experimentally by Thornley et al (15). Good 

agreement was found during tests, on a number of joints 

with a variety of surface finishes. It was shown that as 

predicted from the work of Kragelsky and Demkin the 'm' 

value; i. e. the ratio of stiffness to load, increased as 

the surface roughness of the mating profiles diminished. 

After performing experiments on stacks of joints Andrew, 

Cockburn and Waring contradicted this finding concluding 

'The stiffness is substantially independant. of the roughness 

of the surfaces, depending primarily on the loads alone. 

There is general agreement that, for given loads the joint 

stiffness is not dependant upon nominal planform area but 

that contacting asperities will deform until the real contact 

area is sufficient to support the applied load'. This statement 

is in fact difficult to justify in terms of the data 

published. by Andrew et al which appears to substantiate the 

conclusions of Thornley rather than disprove them. 
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Day (19) also measured the normal stiffness of 

metal to metal joints, the curves of stiffness against 

preload showing three distinct regions. At low preloads 

the stiffness rises very slowly with applied load. This 

slow rate of increase is attributed to large bending 

deflections being produced during the formation of-the 

joint. The second region showed the linear increase in 

stiffness with preload seen by Thornley and Andrew and in 

the third section the stiffness increased at a very slow 

rate indicating that the curve was tending to a limiting 

value. No satisfactory explanation was given for this. 

The normal stiffness of a joint is dependant on the 

real area of contact within the joint and the real area of 

contact is limited to the contour area. It is normal that 

flatness, errors are far larger than roughness errors and 

as such the rate- of increase of contour area with joint 

deflection is far smaller than the rate of increase : of real 

contact area within the contours. It is to be expected therefore 

that when the-real area of contact approaches the contour 

area the -joint stiffness will reach ä limiting value which 

can only increase at a slow rate dependant on the rate of 

increase of contour area. It is likely that such saturation 

of contact within the contour area caused the results shown 

by Day. 

Thornley et al (15) also showed that the 'm' value for 

a joint was critically dependant on the flatness of the 

planforms and we therefore'see that the joint flatness affects 

both the ultimate strength of the joint and its rate of 

increase of stiffness. with load. In view of the critical 

nature of joint flatness on joint performance an experimental 

procedure has been devised for measuring joint conformity; 
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conformity being defined as the rate of change of contour 

area with the separation of the joint surfaces. 

2.2 MEASUREMENT OF FLATNESS DEVIATIONS 

The method used to measure errors of form was 

similar to that used by Day and Marples (27). A schematic 

of the apparatus is shown in fig. 1. The joint was set on 

a location plate via three vee-blocks set at 120 intervals 

in which sat three balls which were set into the passive 

face of the joint components. This method of support for 

the joint component'was chosen since it provides a stable 

platform from which the joint can be removed and subsequently 

relocated accurrately. The location plate was securely 

clamped to a levelling table, and the,. levelling table in 

turn to a rotary table. The rotary table was, after initial 

adjustment, clamped to the rigid surface plate which forms 

the base for the Rank-Taylor-Hobson Talylin, the instrument 

used to measure the flatness deviations. The Talylin has 

an optical flat which is as'a straight line datum=any 

movement of the stylus is measured relative to this optical 

flat. The inclination of this datum line is finely adjustable 

by means of levelling screws. The set up procedure and 

method of operation of the system was as follows: - 
1)' The rotary table was moved into a position so that-'it 

''-, rotated centrally under the mid-point'of the Talylin 

traverse, and the traverse line of the Talyliri traces' 

between the 0 and 180 positions on the table. The 

rotary table was then clamped to the Talylin base plate. 

2) The levelling table was placed centrally on the rotary 

-table and securely clamped. A dial gauge was used to 

., check on the concentricity of the two'tables. 

p 
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3) The levelling table was then levelled with respect 

to the measuring direction of the Talylin stylus. The 

levelling table is in two sections. The lower portion 

is clamped to the rotary table whilst the upper section 

is supported above this base by three legs spaced on 

equal radii at 120° intervals. The legs are kinematically 

constrained resting on a, vee, a One and a flat 

respectively, which locate. on steel balls in the base 

plate. Two of the legs are fitted with micrometer screws 

to enable adjustment to be made to their lengths, and 

hence to the angle of inclination of the table. The 

Talylin stylus was moved to'a position 2mm. from the end 

of its'traverse and then gently lowered on to"the surface 

of the table. The table was then rotated and adjustments 

made-to the levelling screws as required to give equal 

deflections on the Talylin at the angular positions of 

each'of the supporting legs. 

4) Theelocation plate was fixed in a central position on 

the levelling table. 

5) The surface to be measured was set on the location plate 

and a datum plane was established, by levelling as 

described in section 3 at the three points on the joint 

surface corresponding to the angular positions of the 

levelling table legs. 

6) The traverse line of the Talylin stylus is made parallel 

to the selected datum-plane according to the following 

procedure. A trace of the surface profile is taken at 

an arbitrary angular setting, after which the joint is 

rotated by 1800 and a second trace drawn. If the system 

had been set up correctly the second trace should follow 

closely the line of the first plot but in-. the opposite- 
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direction. Each of the traces will consist of the 

joint profile inclined at an angle equal to the slope 

of the Talylin'datum line with respect to the datum 

plane in the joint. Thus if the inclination of the 

Talylin datum line is adjusted by means of the jacking 

screws on the instrument suspension until the second 

trace is a mirror image of the first then the datum line 

and datum plane in the joint will be parallel. It 

should be noted that the two traces taken will not 

follow exactly the same line in the joint as a result 

of errors in the levelling process. When the datum plane 
is established in the joint the top plate of the levelling 

table is inclined to the plane of: rotation of the rotary 

table. -Thus the centre line of the assembly above this 

section is inclined by the same amount, with the result 

that the location plate and the test joint rotate 

eccentrically by an amount proportional to their height 

above the levelling table and approximately proportional 

to the angle of tilt. In general however this eccentricity 
is not sufficiently large to make a significant difference 

to the shape of the two profiles, and therefore does 

not affect the set up procedure. 

Having set up the Talylin, 'traces of the surface-profile 

. ý; of the joint were taken diametrically at angular intervals 
0 

of 22g . Brass plugs were fitted to the clamping bolt holes 

in the joint plates to enable the stylus to traverse these 

regions. Specimen traces for turned and ground surfaces'are 

shown in fig. (2) the vertical magnification being 10? 

2.3 . MF, ASUREi ENT OF CONFORMITY 

When two irregular surfaces are brought together, initial 
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cozitact is necessarily made at only o"ne point. The *surfaces 

will subsequently rotate about'that point until a second 

contact is made. There will then be a further rotation 

about the line joining the first two contact points until 

the planforms meet at a third position. Even having 

established three contact points the joint is not necessarily 

stable. If the line of action of the-closure force does 

not lie within the three points there will be a rotation 

about the line joining two contact points which is closest 

to the line of action of the force. This process will 

continue until either a stable position is'reached or if 

there is no such position, the joint will adopt a position 

of limiting stability. 

Ä numerical simulation of this closure process may 

be performed on digital measurements taken from Talylin 

traces as follows. \1 

The flatness profile of the joint planforms are 

represented by measurements of the separation of each of 

the profiles from an arbitrary datum plane, the measurements 

being taken at regular angular and radial intervals around 

the joint. The greater the number of points chosen, the 

better the representation of the profiles. The datum plane 
is chosen for each surface so that it does not intersect 

either planform., If a zero for angular measurement is chosen 

for each planform then the distance above_the, datum plane 

of. points in the joint top plate, may be denoted, by_ the 

function T(r, e),. and the distance below the datum plane of 

points on the joint base plate by B(r, e-). If it is then 

assumed that the twö joint plates are'aligned such that the 

datum planes for each profile coincide then the initial 

separation of the two plates is given by: 
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S(r, 8) = B(r, e) + T(r, G) 00664000(1) 

If the planforms are now assumed to approach each 

other along a line perpendicular to the datum plane, contact 

will be made when the closure'is equal to the minimum 

initial separation. Smin* At this stage the separation of 

each point is given by: 

S1(r, e) = S(r, G) - Smin ........ (2) 

Dependant on the distribution of flatness errors more, 

than one contact may be made simultaneously. Contact. is 

established when S1 becomes'zero and thus by examining the 

value for-S1 at each of the points the number of contacts 

may be determined. It should be noted that at this stage S 

cannot be negative. If there are three or more contacts. 

then the. system must be examined for stability. If there 

are two contact points then a third contact must be established 

before stability can be examined. These two situations will 

be described at a later stage. If there is just a single 

contact point, co-ordinates (r1,9 
1), the joint will rotate 

about the perpendicular to-the line joining the contact 

Point to the point of application of the force. The 

perpendicular distance P of points (r, 8) from this line is :- 

P(r, 8) = rl - rcos(g-91) 9....... (3) 

A rotation of O towards the origin, the origin being 

taken as the point of application of the closure force, 

will cause a change in separation of Psin O so that-the new 

separations S2 will be given by 

S2(r, 81 = S1(r, G) - (rl - rcos(g-g1)sino ... (4) 

Alternatively the rotation required to cause contact 

at any point is given by 
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sl(r18) 
sin o_........ (5) 

c rl - rcos(g-e 17 
, 

If the value of sinoc is computed for each posi, tion 

then discounting the point (r1,81) and all other points 

on the line of, rotation the minimum positive value of sino c 
will give the angle necessary for the establishment of a 

second contact point. Having determined the value of sin'Oc 

and hence the position of the second contact point the 

rotation is effected by substituting this value into equation 

4. The total number of contact points is now checked again 

and if still less than three a second rotation must be 

performed to establish a third, contact. This second rotation 

will be' about the line joining. -the first contact' points. In 
IT 

Cartesian-co-ordinates the equation öf the line is given by: - 

y, = mx +c........ (6) 

where m=.. 
y2-X1 

and c= y1 - mx1 - x2 1 

The co=ordinates x and y 'are related to r and e by'the 

normal polar to cartesian transformations. 

The perpendicular distance d(x, y) of the point (x, y) 

from the contact line is given by :- 

mx - y+c dixýY) _ ........ (7) 

IV/ 1+m 

The sign convention adopted is that if c'is made-, I 
ý.. positive, then a positive value of d indicates that the 

point under consideration is on the original side of the 

line, whereas a negative d indicates that the contact line. 

passes between this point and the origin. As previously- 

stated a*rotation 0 towards the origin about the contact 

line ' will' cause a change in separation of d sin o. As a 

result of the sign convention for d this separation will be 

aý 
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positive if the rotation is towards-the origin and negative 

if not. As previously the smallest positive rotation ý 
min 

required to give contact is determined and thus a third 

contact point is found. The separation of points after the, 

second rotation is.. given by :- 

s3(r, 6) = s2(r, 8) - 
(mx(r, A) - (r, 8) + c) 

.... (8) 
1 +m 

There must now be at least three contact points and 

it is necessary to examine the stability of the joint. The 

joint is stable if 
. 
the centre of loading falls within the 

area enclosed by the contact points. It has already been 

assumed that the loading line passes through the origin 

and it is therefore. necessary to compare the distribution 

of the contacts with respect to the origin. The lines joining 

the contact points must be established and that closest to 

the origin selected. The joint will be stable if the jrd 

contact point is on the same side of this line as the origin; 

that is if the distance of the third contact point from 

the chosen line is positive. If the joint is found to be 

unstable then a new rotation is made aböut the contact line 

closest to the centre of loading so that a new contact is 

discovered to replace the point not on the line of rotation. 

This new contact regime is tested for stability in'the 

same-way as before, and if necessary further rotations must 

be made until a stable position is found. 

Once stable contact has been established the application 

of preload to the joint will cause an increase in contact 

area by two methods. The original contact points will be 

compressed allowing further high regions-to touch, and also 

since it is most unlikely that"the original contacts lie 
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directly under the points of application of preload there 

will be bending forces operating on the joint plates. 

Further contacts might therefore be produced from bending 

deformations. The prediction of such bending deformations' 

is beyond the scope of this work and it is assumed that a 

reasonable estimate of contour area as a function of joint 

displacement can be obtained by incrementally decreasing 

the separation of all points with the joint frame and 

noting the proportion of points at each stage for which the 

separation is zero. or less. 

The above procedure was applied to two annular joints; 

one formed from planforms with ground surfaces and the 

other from planforms with turned surfaces. Traces'of the 

flatness profiles of the joint were taken as described 

and digital readings were taken from these traces at discrete 

intervals. Measurements were recorded at angular increments 

of 22 and radial increments of 4mm. A computer programme 

wr!. tten to process these results is reproduced in Appendix 2. 

The inner and outer diameters of the annuli were 60 mmýand 

100mm; each digital reading therefore represented an-'area 

of approximately 65mm2. This area is not large when 

compared to the wavelengths of'flatness errors anticipated; 

it is höwever"necessary, 'if any meaning is to be given to 

the results' obtained; to determine how representative of 

such an area any point is likely to be. 

The method of predicting joint closure assumed that 

the surface profile followed a straight line between any 

two adjacent measuring points. The quality of. representation 

of an incremental area by a point can therefore be examined 

by measuring the departure from such linearity. A,. closer 
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mapping was therefore made of four segments on the test 

joint surfaces each segment being 4mm'wide and subtending 

an angle of 220. Readings were taken at 2° and 0.5mm 

intervals. Using the method of least squares the best linear 

fit for the variation in the height of the surface was 

determined for each radial and angular sweep. The standard 

deviations of points on each sweep from the best fit 

straight line for that sweep were ten determined. The mean 

value of these deviations and their standard deviation were 

computed. The values obtained are shown in fig. 3. If it 

is assumed that the standard deviations of points on the 

surface from a line on that surface from a normal distribution 

then it is known that 97.5% of deviations fall below a value 

two standard deviations above the mean of the deviations. 

Thus for the turned joint'in 97.5% of cases. the standard 

deviation of points from a radial line is less than 1.5li. m 

and in the'angular direction'1.51»rn The corresponding figures 

for the ground joint are in the radial direction 0.21/wnand 

in the angular direction 0.13pJT. When' compared, with'. the 

values of joint closure for 100% contour area (fig. -4) it is 

seen that the magnitude of these standard deviations is 

approximately 10% of the total joint closure for both turned 

and ground joints. 

Thus it may be concluded that although it is unlikely 

that the point chosen to represent an incremental area is 

in fact the point in that area which will first make contact, 

and as such the measured changes in contour area for small 

deflections will not'be accurate; the effect on contour 

area measured for large deflections will not be significant. 

The values of contour area measured are' shown in fig. (4). 
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Apart from the obvious differences. in the scale of the 

flatness errors for the two types of surface, the general . 
trends of the two 'Curves are very similar. The contour 

area increases initially at a slow rate; there is then a 
fairly rapid rise as the bulk of the surface material 

comes within contact zones followed by a period in which 

the conformity decreases as the contour area approaches the 

apparent area of the joint. 

If it is assumed that the ultimate stiffness of the 

joint is proportional to the-contour area the form of the 

variation in stiffness'with applied load can be. obtained. 

Since k= dP Iit follows that 
dx 

P= fk 
dx 

This by integrating the curves of, fig. (4) with 

respect to the joint displacement the shape of the maximum 

stiffness which can be obtained from a smooth surfaced joint 

can be obtained asa function of applied load. Unless an 

absolute value is assigned to the joint stiffness the,, 
_, 

integration cannot be dimensioned and for this reason no 

scale has been assigned to the load axis; nevertheless 

comparisons can be drawn between the two curves. There is 

a striking similarity between-the form, of the 'synthetic' 

curves (fig. (5)) showing the relationship between joint load 

and stiffness for joints with flatness errors,., and those 

produced by. Day for joints with roughness errors. This 

tends to indicate that the effects of form errors on joint 

stiffness are the same as the effects of surface roughness 

but on a different scale; a result not altogether surprising 

when the relationship between roughness and flatness is 
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re-examined. The essential difference between flatness 

and roughness errors is the wavelength of the surface 

irregularity and on average the distribution of material, ' 
ý" 

as a function of height, within a single cycle is likely 

to adopt a similar. pattern whatever the wavelength. Thus, 

should a surface contain a single wavelength of flatness 

error, or should its dimensions be so'vlarge as to contain 

a number of wavelengths, then the distribution of material 

on the surface, as a function of height will adopt that 

standard pattern. It is therefore to be expected that the 

form of variation in the surface parameters 1 1F and 12 with 

joint deflection should adopt similar forms, albeit over 

different-''magnitudes of deflection. 

2.4 ' SUItARY 

A method has been described for experimentally 

measuring the contour-area-of metal to metal joints and 

a regular form of variation in contour area with joint 

deflection proposed. It is suggested'that a series of tests 

be performed to determine whether a parameter describing 

the effects of surface flatness on joint performance, similar 

to the 'm' value which describes the effects of surface 

roughness, exists, be it a function of the type of machining, 

or particular machine used to produce the surface. The 

effects of surface roughness and flatness could then be 

combined in a single parameter which could be used as an 

indication of the joint strength. 

0 
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Chapter 3 

EXPERIMENTAL riýcý: ASURý'Iý1EtiTS ON THE DYNAPýIIC 
MOTION OF ANNULAR BOLTED JOINTS 

3.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

An experimental rig was designed for. the measurement 

of the small dynamic motions of a single metal to metal 

joint, and the associated phase shift of this motion with 

respect to the applied force. From these readings it was 

hoped to determine a measure of the stiffness and damping 

within the joint. 

A general view of the mechanical apparatus is shown in 

fig. (6). 'The test joint was comprised of the contacting surfaces 

of the 'joint top plate', and the 'joint-base plate'. These 

plates were manufactured in mild steel. The nominal contact 

region was annular, inner radius 30mm. and outer radius 50mm., 

giving an apparent contact area of 50.3 x. 102mm2 to the joint. 

This annular planform shape was chosen on two counts. If the 

dZrnamic load is'applied centrally to the joint top plate, and 

the width of the annulus is-not large compared with its 

diameter then it may be assumed that the applied load will be 

distributed evenly over the joint surface. Furthermore the 

annular shape lends angular symmetry to the system thereby 

smplifying any mathematical analysis of the surface region. 

The joint top plate,:.. fig. (7) , was circular; being' clamped to 

the base plate with four evenly spaced 6mm. bolts. Centrally 

situated on the upper surface of the top plate was a 6mm. stud 

which was used"to connect a Kistler force link to the plate. 

Around the perimeter of the top plate were, eight holes fitted to 

take Wayne-Kerr capacitive displacement transducers.. The 

Wayne-Kerr displacement measuring system measures the 
"r 

capacitance of. the gap between the face of the transducer 
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and the face to which it is brought into proximity; this 

capacitance is proportional to the separation pf the 

transducer and the test surface. Thus if the probe is 

rigidly clamped to the joint top plate with its face in 

proximity with the. joint base plate the relative motion 

between these plates, i. e. the joint motion may be measured. 

The transducer is formed from a pair of concentric electrodes 

across which is a polarization voltage. These electrodes 

are surrounded by an insulated guard ring which allows the 

transducer to be clamped to the test structure without 

affecting the polarization voltage. Since it measures the 

total capacity of the gap between the transducer and the 

test surface, the system gives the mean separation pf the 

joint in that region. When fitted with a probe type MAl the 

maximum'measuring range of the-system is 0.025mm. 

If the probe is not held perpendicular to the surface 

it is possible that some part of the transducer face may 

make contact before the mean separation comes within the 

operating range of the instrument. When the probe touches 

the measuring surface not only will there be unwanted 

mechanical interaction-between the probe and the surface 

but there may also be an electrical short circuit across 

the transducer face. The system cannot operate under these 

conditions. The transducer- is'apprbkimately 8mm. in diameter 

and thus assuming that it is a tight fit in the mounting 

hole, and that the transducer face-and-the measuring surface 

ar-- flat, the hole-must be perpendicular to the measuring 

surface to within 22' to ensure that the system is adequately 

set up. If the probe, üs tilted at an angle greater than this 

then it will be touching the. joint base plate before-the 
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mean separation of transducer face and the measuring surface 

comes within the range of the instrument. Considerable care 

was taken therefore during the manufacture of the top plate 

to ensure that close tolerances were'maintained on the 

mounting hole diameter and on the perpendicularity of this 

hole to the joint surface. The displacement transducer was 

lightly clamped in position by means of a grub screw. A 

single transducer was used being moved to various positions 

during different parts of the tests. The. centre of the. 

clamping screw wat,. 7mm above jöint surface; the normal, 

stiffness of the material of the joint top plate between 

the joint surface and the grub screw can therefore be' 

calculated to be 11f9N; N/mm. This is very much greater than 

joint stiffnesses measured by other researchers so that it 

is unlikely that any corrections need'be made to results, 

of joint motions to account for material deflections. 

The joint'base plate, fig. (8), consists of a 'flat 

circular plate with a raised annulus. The inner portion of 

this annulus mates with the joint top plate'to form the 

test joint. The outer section of the annulus is the measuring 

surface for the displacement transducer. The two sections 

aro: separated by a rectangular groove. The purpose of this 

groove, in combination with the step in the profile of the 

"`ý., top plate is to prevent any lubricant which may have been 

introduced into the test joint from seeping-under the I 

displacement probe. The presence of oil in the gap between 

th'3 probe and the measuring face would change the capacitance 

of the gap thereby giving a false indication of the joint 

motion. 

The joint base plate is rigidly clamped to a large 
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ccncrete block which acts as a base for the mechanical 

test structure. The clamping load between the joint 

assembly and the concrete block was provided by eight 10mm 

bolts giving an interfacial load approximately 30,000 kg. 

This compares with_a maximum applied preload of 4j000 kg, 

or. the test joint. Thus assuming that the joint contact 

has not"reached a saturation level and that the surface 

quality of the base plate/block connection is not very 

much worse than that of the test joint then the motion of 

the test joint will not be greatly affected by the base 

plate/concrete block connection. In order to mainain'a degree 

of isolation from the laboratory-floor the block was mounted 

on a ribbed rubber mat. It-is an unfortunate property of 

many of the materials used as vibration isolating mounts 

that their elastic moduli increase with the applied stress., 

Thus when a heavy mass is supported on such a material it 

is very difficult to obtain a sufficiently low mounting 

stiffness to give a low natural frequency and hence 'good 

isolation of low frequencies. The natural frequency of the 

concrete block on the ribbed rubber mat was measured at 67Hz. 

and from a decay curve the damping in this system was found 

to be 4.8 x104 Nsec/m. The mass of the block was 520 kg. 'By 

considering the test joint and concrete block as a two- 

degree of freedom, system it can be shown that for frequencies 

above 150 Hz. the mounting structure will have little effect 

on -the 'performance of the test joint. 

With reference to the formulae derived by NicLeod.. and 

Bishop (23), the first natural frequencies of the joint top 

and base plates were estimated to be 890 Hz. and 3400 Hz.. 

In order to stay well below these " bending1resonances therefore, ' 
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the upper limiting frequency for the forced exitation 

of the joint was taken as 600 Hz. 

A harmonic force was supplied to the joint from 

an electromagnetic vibrator which was slung from an overhead 

gantry. The vibrator was supported on steel wires which 

wEre passed over pulleys attached to the gantry, the 

ecuilibrium of the system being maintained by counterbalance 

weights. This method of suspension was chosen to enable 

ez. sy movement of the vibrator during the setting up of the 

rig, and to ensure that there should be no preload on the 

vibrator table whilst it was in operation. The force 

gEnerated in the vibrator was transmitted to the joint via 

a pushrod which was connected in turn to-the, Kistler load 

cell. To, avoid resonance problems in the push rod its length 

wes kept as, short as possible, the shortness being determined 

-by the length necessary to allow access for the displacement 

probes. 

The electronic equipment used-to generate the harmonic 

excitation on the joint and to measure the. subsequent response 

is shown in. diagramatic form in fig. (9). A sinusoidal wave 

we. s generated in the signal generator (1) and was then fed. 

into a control amplifier (2). The output of the control. 

amplifier was boosted in the power amplifier (3) so that 

the signal had sufficient force to-drive the vibration 

generator (4). The input force level to the test joint was 

masured by a piezo=electric force transducer (5), and its 

associated charge amplifier (7). With. switches A open, and 

B closed, the output of the charge amplifier was fed 

directly into the control amplifier thereby completing a 

force control loop. The control amplifier compared the 

input force level to the joint indicated by the force 
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transducer with a reference signal provided by the signal 

generator and automatically made adjustments to ensure that 

the force input remained constant as the frequency range 

wt. s swept. A constant force input was useful on two counts.. 

F`rstly the effects of a non-linear response to a force 

ir. put of varying magnitude were eliminated, and secondly 

the calculation of joint receptance was much simplified. ' 

If the force input is not held constant then to determine 

the joint receptänce it is necessary to measure continuously 

ti^e force input, the resultant displacement and the relative 

phase between these parameters. The receptance is then 

determined by the ratio of displacement per unit force. If 

hrwever the force level is held constant then it is only 

nE, cessary to measure the displacement level and the phase 

rE. latioriship between force and displacement. The receptance 

i. " then obtained by dividing the displacement by a constant 

and as such the work involved is much reduced. 

The relative motion between the joint plates was 

measured using a capacitive displacement transducer. (6) 

and its associated measuring equipment and demodulating 

filter (11) and (12). The displacements to be measured were 

stý. fficiently small that the output from the distance meter 

was inadequate in itself to drive the recording equipment. 

Ft. rther amplification was therefore supplied in the measuring 

anplifier (10) and the tracking filter (9). The tracking 

f. lter had a bandwidth of 5 Hz. and was automatically tuned 

v! a a signal from the signal generator so that the centre 

frequency of the pass band was equal to the excitation 

frequency. A dc. signal proportional to the magnitude of 

the*joint displacement was available from the tracking 
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filter and this could be fed into the y-channel of an 

x-y plotter, (1L). A dc. signal proportional to frequency, 

taken from the signal generator was used to drive the x 

scale of the plotter. The signal generator had an automatic, 

sweep facility which enabled the excitation frequency to 

be varied at a pre-set rate between upper and lower limits. 

It was therefore possible to record'automatically graphs 

-of' joint motion amplitude against frequency. An ac. signal 

proportional to joint displacement was also available from 

the tracking filter and this was fed into the phasemeter (13). 

The driving'signal from the generator was also supplied to 

the phasemeter and a dc. output proportional to the-phase. 

difference between the signals was available to drive the 

plotter. The phase lag so measured consisted of the electrical 

delay between the initial production of the harmonic signal 

in the signal generator and the force generation in the 

vibration generator; the mechanical delay between the 

application of the force to the joint and the response in 

the form of a joint displacement; and the further electrical 

delay in the distance meter and subsequent. amplifiers. Thus 

if' the mechanical phase shift in the joint is-to be measured 

the electrical phase shifts through the various instruments 

must be eliminated (or measured). With switches B 'open and A 

closed the signal-from the force transducer was fed through 

the measuring amplifier and tracking filter so that the 

phase of the force signal relative to the output of the 

sweep oscillator could be measured. To ensure that the 

force level remained constant during the recording of both 

phase measurements the gain on the charge amplifier was 

reduced by an amount equivalent to the increased gain in 
. the control loop caused by the introduction of the measuring 
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amplifier. It was found that provided the gain settings 

of the measuring amplifier were such that the input signal 

caused a visible meter deflection, and that the amplifier 

was not overloaded then the phase shift through-the instrument 

was not dependant, on the gain settings. Day showed that 

caarge amplifiers may be used over a wide range of gain 

settings without incurring a significant phase shift. The 

two plots of the phase shifts. of the force and displacement 
-LI 

channels relative to the signal generator will therefore 

ba subject to'the same instrumental phase shifts save for 

t: 1e shift through the distance and vibration meter and the 

d,: modulating'filter. If then these two readings are 

s*, tbtracted-the majority of the instrumental phase shifts 

will be eliminated; the difference between. the curves will 

b,: the summation of the mechanical phase lag in the joint 

paus the electrical delay in'the distance meter. and 

domodulating filter. Thus if the distance meter and demodulating 

falter are calibrated for phase the mechanical phase shift 

t: irough the joint can be measured. Day (28) adapted a 

_p. 
)sition sensitive photocell designed by Sydenham (24)'to 

`ý, achieve such a phase calibration. The method was also used 

i: i this instance; the results are shown in fig. (1Q . 
3.2 AMPLITUDE CALIBRATION OF DISTANCE METER 

A block diagram of the equipment used in the 

ariplitude calibration of the displacement measuring system 

i7i shown in fig. (11). A vibration generator (3) driven 

f:: "om a signal generator (1), through a power amplifier (2) 

was used to provide a unidirectional vibrating surface. The 

" vibration generator was mounted on the glass bed of an 

S, I. P. Universal Measuring Instrument. The S. I. P.. is 
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essentially a high quality travelling microscope with 

: glides in three directions and scales reading to an 

E.. -curacy of ± 0.5' m. A stroboscopic light (5) was placed 

beneath the glass table of the S. I. P. so that when looking. 

c. own the microscope it illuminated the edge of the moving 

`ibrator table. The stroboscope was powered by a Dawe 

Vari-phase Strobe Unit (4) which was in turn driven by the 

fignal generator. Thus the flashing of the stroboscope 

was synchronised' to the motion of the vibrator table so. 

that the latter appeared stationary. The Vari- phase unit 

contained a manually operable delay circuit which enabled 

the timing of the stroboscope flash to be adjusted in 

r-: lation to the phasing of the input signal from the signal 

&: nerator. The image position of the vibrating generator 

table could therefore be moved between extreme positions 

E that the dynamic motion of the table could be statically- 

rr., 3asured on the S. I. P. 

The displacement transducer was clamped to a vee-block 

and set in position to measure the movement of the. vibrator 

table. The electrical output from the distance and vibration 

m. Dter was compared with the motion measured mechanically on 

t: 1e S. I. P. By altering the excitation frequency and the 

amplitude of the motion voltage output per unit displacement 

and the frequency response of the system were determined. 

T: Ze results obtained are shown in figs. (10a) and (12b). 

The output from the distance meter is in the form of 

a, full wave rectified 50 kHz. signal which after passing 

t hough a low pass demodulating filter is converted to a 

do. signal proportional to the mean separation of the probe 

' and the test object onto which is superimposed the vibration 0 

w; weform. The output from the demodulating filter is easily 
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m3asured with a digital voltmeter. 

The transducer used during the dynamic calibration for 

bath phase and amplitude was type MC1 with a maximum, 

m9asuring range of 0.25 mm. as compared with the probe 

type MA1, maximum. range 0.025 mm. which was used during 

the' measurement of dynamic joint motions. The only effective 

difference between the two types of probe is however in 

t`Ze physical dimensions of their electrodes. The greater 

t: ae separation of the probe and the test; object the larger 

t: ze area of the electrodes required to maintain the same 

capacitance in the gap. When operating under similar conditions 

r,: ferred to their maximum operating range different probes 

have nominally identical capacities so that although physically 

different the electrical nature of the distance and vibration 

m,; ter is unaltered. A frequency response derived using one 

t; rpe of transducer is therefore equally applicable to all 

c°ýher sizes, so that having established this frequency 

r:: sponse and the dynamic range of the instrument using one 

p:, obe all that is required to obtain a calibration for other 

tansducers is the static response. 

To measure the static response of the distance meter 

t, ýe displacement transducer was clamped to the vertical 

slide of the S. I. P. The transducer was then lowered towards 

a steel parallel block mounted on the S. I. P. table until a 

r.: ading was obtained on the distance meter display. The 

t: ^ansducer was then moved further towards the block-and the 

d-:. component of the demodulating filter output was plotted 

a ainst the movement measured on the S. I. P. slide. The 

r; sults of the static calibration are shown in fig. (12ä). 

It can-be seen from the calibration curves that a 

linear frequency response was obtained between 100 and 700 Hz 
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and that the electrical output of the displacement 

measuring system rises linearly with the mechanical 

d_. splacement amplitude. The dynamic calibration of the 

system with transducer type MCi shows an output of 3.7 my//Lm 

and the static calibration 3.8 my//um. This difference is 

nut significant however as can be seen from the spread of 

points on the. curves of fig. (12) so that the dynamic and 

static responses may be considered equal. Fig. (10b) shows 

tat there is a small phase lag through the distance meter 

a: d a larger delay in the demodulating filter. The total 

phase lag through the measuring system increases with 

f"equency to a value of 4.8 deg. at 650 Hz. 

During the actual measurements of Joint motions the 

o,,.. tput of the Wayne-Kerr vibration measuring system was 

f. -. d into a measuring amplifier and it was found that although 

t:. e input impedance of this amplifier was nominally 1 N. n. 

i- was not sufficiently large compared with the output 

i> ipedance of the demodulating filter, ngminally 24 k. tt_, to 

a". -oid a slight loading of the output circuits. This loading 

w,:, s measured to be 3% and the measured calibration figures 

wore adjusted accordingly. 

3,3 THE MEASUREMENT OF BOLT CLAMPING FORCES 

It has long been appreciated that the clamping load 

applied to a joint is of prime importance in, determining 

j ý)int performance; and thus in a study of the properties 

o:. ' bolted joints it is essential that the bolt loads 

s', tould be measured accurately. Furthermore if the' information 

derived from such an investigation is to be. of use to industry 

then it is necessary that a simple means be available to 

t. ghten bolts to a required degree of accuracy. There are 
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two methods in common commercial use for tightening bolts 

to a predetermined load. The fi. rst is to measure the 

extension of the bolt using a screw micrometer and knowing 

the properties of the bolt material convert the strain 

reading into ä measure of the applied load. This method 

suffers from numerous disadvantages. It is not particularly 

accurate, especially for small bolts; it necessitates 

free access to both ends of the bolt; and it is a time 

c,. )nsuming and therefore expensive operation. The more. usual 

m, thod is to tighten the nut to a preset torque by using 

a torque wrench and to assume a fixed load/torque 

relationship for the particular type of bolt to enable the 

a7plied load to be calculated. Although such relationships 

, a: ̂ e commonly quoted little attention is given to the 

accuracy of the method. A simple investigation was therefore 

p,: ýrformed to establish the suitability of applied torque 

a,, a measure of bolt load. 

3.4 DERIVATION OF THE LOAD/TÖRQUE RELATIONSHIP FOR BOLTS 

There are two contact regions which provide frictional 

resistance to the-tightening of a nut on a bolt; the first 

biasing the interface between the threads of the nut and 

bolt, and the second is either the interface between the 

n'at and washer, or that between the washer and the clamped 

object dependant on which of these surfaces slip occurs. 

It should be noted that the loading distribution at these 

interfaces is non-uniform both as a result öf the deformation 

o: components underload and of errors in their production. 

Consider-an incremental height of bolt thread opened 

o-... zt to form a wedge, 'fig. (13) . The tightening of the nut 

,, ý: 
on the thread then becomes analogous to forcing a-block up 
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the wedge against friction and the proportion of the 

b: 'lt load carried by that element of thread. Since the 

thread is vee shaped the normal reaction on the thread is 

i:. clined to an angle c,, -' to the plane'of the developed wedge, 

2x being the included angle of the thread. If N is the 

normal reaction the vertical component acting on the wedge 

w-_ll be Ncos« .ý The frictional force acting on the wedge 

is however dependant on the total normal reaction and is 

t:; erefore given by N. The forces acting on the element 

a:: 'e shown in fig. (13) 
. 

Resolving these forces vertically and. horizontally 

g. -. vest - 

dPl -ý , Ncos 8 

dFl +µ 1Nsin 9 

- Ncosä sine 

- Ncoso( cos 8= 

0 
...... (9) 

0 

e: iminating the normal reaction gives 

dP cosoctang +1LLj 

dFl . coso4 - Jlltang ....:. coo) 

w: \ich when integrated. over the complete height of the 

t:. read gives 
ýcos«tane + Al 

P= F1 ...... (11) 
cosy -. 1tan8 

Assuming that this force acts totally at-the mean thread 

radius the torque required to overcome thread resistance-1 st- 

l cosoctanG +�) 
T1 = Pri = rlri ..... (12)_ 

Cosa - ltan8 

If the pressure distribution under the nut is described as 

a function of radius by Q(r) then the load carried by an 

annular element under the nut is given bys- 

dF2 2r r Q(r)dr -........ (13) 
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and'the resistive torque supplied by the element is 

dT2 =2 rcr2, (, t2Q(r) dr ....... .(14) 

and thus the total resistive torque at the nut, washer 

clamped object interface is: - 0 
ro 

T2 = 27 r21t2Q(r)dr ........ (15) 
ri 

i' it is assumed that Q(r) = F. D. (r) ie. that the 

sý, atial distribution of the load under the nut is not 

affected by the value of the load, then: - 
ro 

T2 =2 TcF 
f 

r2p. 2D(r)dr ........ (16) 
ri 

and hence the total resistive torque is-equal to 

" Z' = T1 +" T2' 

t 

02 
_F 

ýcostano +/u1. +2 TC 2D(r)dr .. (17) 

Lcosec - µltan8 i,. 

cosy tang +/k, ro 
2 

waere sr 2D(r)dr 
cosoc - Altane r 

Thus we have the linear relationship between bolt T 

lead and applied torque commonly assumed in industry. Various 

tables and formulae are available from manufactures for the 

d: rivation of the constant of proportionality S. 

In practise the coefficient of friction between two 

surfaces is not a constant but increases with interfacial 

pressure. There may also be a change in the frictional 

farces as a result of thread damage during the loading 

p: ocess. Thus/, 1 and /(, 
C 2 are functions of the bolt load 
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and are subject to a certain amount of random fluctuation. 

The simple load toque relationship therefore becomes non 

l.. near and is subject to scatter. An increase in the 

coefficient of friction causes a decrease in the gradient. 

off` the load torque curve so that the loading line follows, 

the trend shown in fig. (14). There is usually a flattening 

of the nut during the loading cycle so that the spatial- 

d:. stribution of load also becomes a function of the applied 

load and a further non linearity is introduced into-equation 

C. 7). In general as the bolt load increases'the effective 

loading radius re* decreases and thus the-resistive torque 

p(: r unit'boit`load also decreases. This leads-to an, increase 

in the" gradient of the "`load torque curve-as the-bolt-load 

ir. creases. 'It is thereforer: seen that the combined effects 

of changes in. friction-coefficients and in loading distributions 

cz,. n. cause the. load 'torque, line to move either above or 

bilow the straight line predicted by simple theory. The 

s.. ze of this divergence and the amount of random scatter 

w:. ll dictate the' accuracy of using applied-torque as a 

measure of bolt load. - 

3,5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TORQUE LOAD 
CHARACTERISTICS OF BOLTS 

The apparatus used to measure the relationship between 

the load on a bolt and the, applied orque is shown, in fig. (15). 

TL, e test bolt was clamped through a rectangular mild-steel 

b:. ock. The surfaces on the block to which the bolt was..,, 

c:. amped were ground in order to obtain an easily: maintained 

controlled surface. The bolt head was restrained whilst 

l(: ad was applied to the nut so as to ensure that slip 

occurred in the region of the nut rather than at-the bolth'ead. 

T}, e'bolt load was measured using a Kistler piezoelectric load 

* re defined as 
2Fn Ro 

R 
Q(r, F)dr 
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washer which was fitted under the bolthead. A spherical 

ground washer was used in conjunction with, the load cell 

to ensure that the bolt did not bend during loading. The 

torque wrenches used to apply load were of the ratchet 

type and on calibration were found to be repeatably accurate 

to within 3% of maximum applicable torque. 

Tests were performed on 6mm and 12mm isometric nuts 

and bolts with rolled threads. The 12mm bolts were tested 

in the 'as from stores' condition, with oil lubrication, 

and in the dry state having been cleaned with acetone. The_ 

6mm bolts were tested in the oil lubricated condition alone. 

A total. of eight 6mm and ten 12mm bolts were tested each 

bolt-being subjected to six loading cycles. -On each, cycle 

the bolts were loaded. to just below their_yield. point., 

The maximum applied. torques were 11 kgm for, 
a12mm 

bolts. and 

1.2 kgm for the 6mm bolts. Least squares curve fitting. 

techniques were used.. to, determine the best fit-straight 

line and., the best, fit-second. örder'il. -urve through the 

experimental points. Since it is known that zero torque 

produces zero - load.. the _ condition was made . that 
, 
the curves 

passedthrough the.. origin ie. curves of . the form, P 
,= aT and 

P= bT2 + cT were fitted. The standard deviations.. of the 

experimental points 
, 
from. these, lines was also_, calculated. 

In order, to determine the causes of. scatter�in,, the results, 

the readings were processed in a variety of groups. First 

a single curve was fitted. to the results from all the 6mm 

bolts. Secondly curves were fitted to the, readings taken 

from the aggregate, loadings on each individual 6mm bolt. 

By comparing the mean of the, standard deviations. obtained 

from the individual bolts with the overall mean,: -the effect 
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of differences between bolts was assessed. Finally each 
loading cycle performed on a particular bolt was analysed 

separately and a mean standard deviation again calculated. 

From this value an estimate of the effect of differences '. 

between various loading cycles on the accuracy of torque 

loading can be made. The constants and standard deviations 

calculated for each group are shown 'in fig. (16). Fig-(17) 

shows the aggregate readings taken on 6mm. bolts and the 

best fit linear and second order curves. 

Inspection of the results shows that whereas the values 

of standard deviation calculated for single loading curves 

show a very marked decrease when taking the quadratic.. 

rather than the linear curve-fit, this decrease is-not 

nearly so. marked when considering the aggregate results. 
Thus although there may be-, a predominant-non=linear trend 

in a. particular loading cycle this trend is not repeatable 

for all bolts- and that on average individual torque, load 

curves are fairly evenly distributed about a mean straight 

line. It is also seen that there is little-change-in the 

standard deviation'of results obtained by combining-all 

the loading cycles from a particular bolt compared'with 

the overall deviation. It may therefore be concluded that 

the scatter of results comes from difference between 

individual loading-cycles of bolts rather than from differences 

between the bolts themselves. 

Oiling the bolts prior to testing is-seen to have 

little effect on the shape of the load torque curve when 

compared to the bolts in the 'as from stores' condition. 

This. probably results-from the fact that when taken from 

stores'the nuts and bolts are covered-in a thin film-of� 

protective oil. At the very high pressures prevalent iný 
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bolt clamping the majority of any interfacial lubricant is 

squeezed from between the surfaces so that there is finally 

little difference between the effects of intended lubrication 

and residual protective oiling. 

It was found that degreasing the nut, bolt and washer 

with acetone before loading led to a very rapid deterioration 

of the threads and the underside of the nut; these tests 

were therefore discontinued. 

In an attempt to decrease the scatter of results 

obtained a series of tests were performed on bolts on which 

the mating surfaces of the nut and washer had been ground. 

It is seen that improving the surface quality of these 

regions does little to improve the repeatability of the 

loading curves showing that the major source of variance 

is in the threads. It is possible that grinding the nut 

and bolt threads might improve performance but it is 

considered unlikely that the improvement would justify the 

expense. The grinding of bolt threads was once a common 

industrial practise but has become uneconomic as techniques 

of thread rolling have improved. Ground bolts now tend to 

be used only in specialist applications. The internal 

grinding of nut threads is extremely difficult and very 

costly. 

For both sizes of bolt tested the aggregate standard 

}, 

deviations were of the order of 10% of the working load of 

the bolt, (taking the working load to be 75% of the yield 

load). This is far outside the accuracy required for 

laboratory testing, it is however a reasonable limit for 

normal industrial purposes. 

The method of measuring bolt loads finally chosen was 

to place a piezo electric load washer under each nut and 
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by feeding the signal fron the load cell to a digital 

voltmeter via a charge amplifier obtain a reading of the 

bolt lRad. This method of load measurement has an advantage 

over simple torque loading quite apart from the increased 

sensitivity. As the load on each bolt is increased then a 

proportion of the load carried by other bolts is relieved. 

When monitoring each bolt individually this effect is*easy to 

see, and compensation can be made. When using a torque wrench 

however this problem can only be overcome by repeated application 

of torque and particularly with the, ratchet type wrench there 

is a-danger of a shock. overload as the ratchet is repeatedly 

broken. 

3.6 DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMIC TESTS PERFORMED ON BOLTED JOINTS 

After a number of preparatory tests four test joints 

were prepared, two with ground and two with turned surfaces. 

The surface roughnesses of the ground surfaces were between 

0.065, um and 0.079, um CLA and those of the turned joint surfaces 

between 1.521u m and 1.7 .m CLA. These values are typical for 

such surfaces. Before each test the joints were carefully 

cleaned with'a degreasing agent and wiped with a leather cloth 

to remove any dirt particles from the-contact regions. Tests 

were performed in this dry state and with oil lubrication. The 

oil, Duckams Zircon, 6 a typical machine tool oil, chosen 

from Ref. 3, was applied to the joint surface on the base 

plate before the joint components were clamped together. This 

ensured a uniform coverage of the lubricant. 

Having clamped the test joint in position on the test rig 

a harmonic force of 20N rms was applied from the vibration 

generator and phase and displacement readings were taken at 

each of the eight measuring positions as the frequency of 

excitation was varied between 100 and 600 Hz. 
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Chapter 4 

`ý.,, 
_ 

RESULTS FROM DYNAMIC JOINT TESTING 

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For the complete description of the dynamic motion of 

a structure it is-necessary to know the amplitude of motion 

and the phase relationship between the forcing function and 

the displacement at every point on the structure. For the 

comparison of two systems, a single parameter, or a small 

group of parameters is required which is representative of 

the motion, and which can be determined for both systems. 

It is the function of the vibration engineer to 

reduce overall vibration levels in mechanical systems not 

only to improve operational accuracy and to reduce structural 

fatigue but also to minimise noise generation and operator 

discomfort. The root mean square vibration amplitude 

averaged across the surface of a joint gives a 'simplified 

but convenient measure of overall joint motion and has 

therefore been chosen as a starting point for describing 

joint performance. In computing rms flexibility no account 

is taken of the phase relationships between different 

sections of the joint and as such there is no differentiation 

between the normal motion and any bending which may be 

present, nor is any indication given as to the level of 

energy dissipation, or damping in the joint. 

Plots of rms flexibility against bolt preload are 

shown in figs. (18) and (19) for joints with turned and 

ground surfaces in the dry state and with oil lubrication. 

The frequency of the forced excitation is in each case 200 Hz. 

As would be expected'-for dry joints there is a rapid drop.. 

in. joint vibration amplitudes as the bolt preload is 
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increased from zero. The joint normal stiffness is dependant 

upon the actual contact between the two mating surfaces. 

When the joint planforms are first brought together 

contact occurs only at a smaller number of relatively large 

asperities; when preload is applied these asperities are 

compressed to enable contact to be made between smaller 

peaks. Thus as the preload increases the real contact area 

increases and the joint stiffness becomes greater. Furthermore 

since the load required to compress the existing contacting 

asperities is dependant on the number of. mating pointsFit ." 
is to be expected that the rate of increase of stiffness 

with load falls with rising load. The joint flexibility 

will therefore exhibit a very rapid drop asýthe preload, 

increases, from zero, as is seen in the results, but the 

rate of. decline in flexibility lessens as the load is 

further increased. 

It is an unexpected feature of the results obtained 

that there is a tendency for the flexibility to increase, 

at high preloads. This cannot be explained in terms of the 

previous work performed on structural joints described in 

the first chapter and will be discussed at a later,. stage. 

The most striking observation made on the curves of 

rms flexibility is that except at very low preloads,. the. 

turned joints exhibit substantially less motion than do 

those with ground surfaces. This is contrary-to-all - 
expectation as previous research has shown that the normal 

stiffness of joints increases with the quality of the;.:, 

surface finish: -of the mating components.. At this stage it 

is important to note that results were taken from-two joints 

with ground-surfaces and from two joints with turned surfaces 
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and that as is seen in figs. (18) and (19) the results 
,r 

., ̀. 
from joints of similar types are in close agreement. This 

confirms that the. difference between the results from 

the turned and ground joints, is a function of the surface 

finish rather-than of any random influence. 

At low preloads the introduction of oil into the 

test joint gives rise to a marked fall in the measured 

flexibility relative to the dry state. This improvement 

in joint performance decreases as the bolt load rises and 

at high preloads there is a small but repeatable, deterioration 

in the oiled joint compared with the dry.. When oil-, is,,, - 
introduced into a joint it rests in the cavities formed 

between the mating peaks on, the, jointäplanforms. When the. 

joint is subsequently excited the oil-_provides a resistance. 

to motign. Dependant on the degree of captivity of the oil, 

ie. the restriction imposed on the movement of oil in the 

joint interface regions by the contacting asperities, this 

resistance may be in the forte of viscous damping, as in a 

squeeze film, or it may be elastic in nature, resulting 

from the finite bulk compressibility of the oil. 

It is proposed that the oil forms a link between the - 

joint planforms which is stiff compared with the air-which, 

was'present in the dry case. As the joint preload is 

increased the oil is squeezed from between the, planforms-- 

and the small pockets which gave support to the joint at 

low preloads are replaced by direct metal to metal contact. 

Hence as the stiffness of the joint is increased.. through 

enlargement of the real contact areas the oil cavities are 

eliminated so that the contribution of any,. interfacialr., 

lubricant to joint stiffness diminished. 

It is seen that for the turned joints at high preloads, 
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the introduction of oil into the joint causes an increase 

in flexibility. This also occurs in the case of ground 

joints but to a far lesser extent. Again the reasons for 

this unusual behaviour are not immediately obvious and 

are discussed'at a later stage. 

In summary, the graphs of rms. flexibility against 

applied preload reveal three unexpected features which 

must be accounted for in any theory relating to the dynamics 

of bolted joints. 

1) Improving the.. sur. face 
. quality of the mating planforms 

leads to an increase. in the measured flexibility of 

the joint. , ýý. 

2) At-high preloads, -increasing the applied preload causes 

a small but.. -significant rise in the measured flexibility. 

3) At high preloads the introduction of. an interfacial 

oil film. increases 'the~ measured flexibility. - 

As previously:: stated, the rms joint flexibility, -gives 

no indication of the distribution of motion-in the joint, 

nor does it involve the phase. relationship betweemthe- 

force and displacement at the various measuring positions 

around the joint. Figs. (20) to (23) showlthe variation in 

flexibility at different positionsýon the joint-for different 

bolt preloads. Both the magnitude'of the flexibility-and- 

the phase lag between the force and displacement'are shown 

for a turned and for aground joint. 

It can be seen that not-only-does theflexibility- 

very in magnitude around the joint$ but that, in many=-cases 

some segments of the joint are moving. iný. antiphase with 

respect, to. -the remainder. In the - preload , range,: of 800 kg 

to 4000 kg a. distinct trend is-apparent-in, the ` phase - of' the; ,. 
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motion of the turned joint in the dry state, fig. (20). 

At a preload of 800 kg the joint displacement is totally.: 

out of phase with the exciting force; as the preload is 

increased the motion of some sections of the joint undergo 

a 180° phase shift and start to oscillate in phase'with 

the exciting force whilst the amplitude of motion' decreases. 

The proportion of the joint oscillating in phase increases 

as the load becomes larger until at the maximum preload 

of 4000 kg there is only one of the eight measuring positions 

at which-the joint motion is still out of phase with the 

applied force. It is interesting to note that the region 

of preload on-the plots of rms flexibility in which the 

measured flexibility reaches ä minimum corresponds well'to 

the preload at which the'joint motion undergoes a'180° phase 

shift'with-respect to the harmonic exciting-force. 

In the-majority of the"measurements"t. ken the phase " 

lag between the displacement at the measuring position 

and the force input was very. close to either. 0 or_180 -SO 

that adjacent points were moving either'in-phase or directly 

in phase opposition. In the case of the turned oiled 

joints however there was no such clear cut relationship 

between the motion of the different regions within the 

joint. The phase lag between the joint displacement and, the 

force input varied over a wide range of values. This phase 

variation between adjacent measuring positions indicated 

that the peak deflection of. the points within the joint 

planforms did not, occur at the same time. When one point 

was at a, maximum deflection adjacent points were either 

approaching or had just passed this state. This means that 

point of maximum joint motion moved around the joint annulus= 

x`* 
. `-':,; ý. 
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i. e, that a travelling wave existed within the joint. 

For such a travelling wave to have been present it is 

necessary that bending of the planforms occurred and it 

is therefore seen that planform bending can form a major 

part of joint 'motion. Since a static phase measurement 

was measured at each position this travelling wave must 

have been repetitive over one cycle of the joint. If the 

wavelength of the travelling wave was not such that the 

wave repeated after each rotation of the joint then a 

constant-variation in the phase lag at each position would 

have been seen. 

The form-of motion in which different sections of 

tho same joint . are moving"in äntiphase requires either that 

the joint. is'rocking with an amplitude greater than the 

normal motion"or that bending of`, the'planforms occur on;, 

a considerable scale. -Rocking in the joint can be represented 

by the'expression", x 

D1coso + D2sin O 
........ (18) 

where 0 is the angular position in the joint. 

By subtracting the normal motion of the joint from 

each of the eight measurements taken around the joint, 

and fitting a curve of the form (18) to the resulting data 

the degree of rocking in the joint can be assessed. 

The normal motion was defined as the-average displacement 

across the joint, due consideration being'given to the 

temporal phase of this displacement with respect to the 

applied force. This is a true average as opposed to the 

average of the rectified results given previously. Thus the 

amplitude of normal motion is given by: 

A Ai + Aq 
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where g 
Ai =82 Ancos en 

n 

and 8. 

A=A sin qn nn=1 

An refers to the amplitude of motion at MSjtio r ng 

and 8n the temporal phase lag of the motion at this 

position. Ai and Aq are therefore the means of the 'in-phase 

and quadrature components of the joint displacement. The 

effective phase lag of the normal motion was taken ass 

8. =. tan C1 
Ai 

Now. consider the work done in the joint. Assume that 

the dynamic load is evenly distributed around the joint 

annulus. and that each measuring point is representative of 

one. eigth of. the total joint. '-The harmonic force acting on 

each segment-of the joint is thens 

F 
sin wt the forcing function being Fsih wt 

The componentöf velocity in phase with this force is 

WAnsin 8 nsin wt 

And thus the work done per cycle of excitation is 

given by AE where 
2 

F WAnsin 8 
nsin2wt' 

dtý ýf$ 

. 0 

nn t-' F Asin 

The total work done in the joint is thereforei 

E_$ 
_Fp 4ý 

Ansine 
n 

but' Ansin 8n=8 Aqn =8 "AsinG 
ýý 
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E= rcAFsin 8 

It is therefore seen that provided that the reading' 

taken at each measuring position is representative of 

the'motion within .a one eighth segment of the joint then 

the energy'dissipated in the joint can be calculated 

simply from the amplitude and phase of the normal motion 

a; 3 defined. 

The definition of normal vibration across the joint 

and the equating of-the energy dissipated by this motion. 

to the total energy lost in the joint implies that there 

i3 no damping in any rocking or, bending modes of vibration 

w:,, eich might be present. This, is erroneous but is: unecessary 

if a rocking mode is to be isolated from the remainder of 

the vibration. ' If a situation exists, such as that in the 

turned oiled joint,. where a travelling wave forms ä 

significant part of the joint motion, 'then the' deflected 

profile of the joint changes shape as a function of time 

and as such it becomes unrealistic to'think in terms of 

analysing for bending and rocking motions. The deflected 

shape of the turned oiled joint undera preload of 1600 kg 

i, a shown in fig. (2L) for different parts of the forcing 

cycle. It is seen that the profile changes quite 'markedly, 

throughout the half cycle shown. Under these circumstances 

the' planforms" must be bending; "but the degree of bending 

itself: varies as *a 'function-'of time. - Fig. (25)" compares the 

mean level-of motion in the joint with the ' standard' deviation 

of points from this mean as a function`of tiirie. 'To obtain 
% 

a single value representative of the bending in the joint 

the mean level of these standard deviations was taken and 

this is compared with the leveiof normal vibration" in'fig. (26). 
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The phase of the motion of points-on the ground 

joint and the turned dry joint was approximated to either 

0 or 1800 and the-normal vibration level-for the particular 

joint was subtracted from the results. The method of 

least squared was then used to fit a curve of the form (18) 

to the resulting data, and the amplitude of the rocking 

motion thereby determined. The coefficients D1 and DZ are 

given bys 

D= Ynsin 0n± sin 0 
ncos 

0n= Yncos 0n sin2n 
1 

( >: - sin 0 
ncos 

0 
n) 

2- gsin20 
n: 2 cos2 in 

(19) 

D2_ yncos 0n sin 0 
ncos 

On- ynsinO ný 2 cos2(g 

sin0ncos(ýn)2 - sing(ýn7- cos2(ý n 

All summations are assumed tobe made for n'= 1,8. - 

It can be seen that if there-, are-sufficient-, points 

so that the summations can be considered integrals then 

the expressions (19) become-exact expressions fora Fourier 

analysis on this mode-, of motion. Although eight points 

cannot be considered-large it ' is- sufficient to give a good 

aoproximation to the level of rocking within the joint. The 

ratio'of the amplitude of the rocking motion to that of 

the° normal' motion is plotted as a function of preload, -in 

fig. (27). .:., _a.. 

It is only for the'dry joints'at low preloads that 

tie-rocking amplitude becomes greater-than the. normal motion 

and it is°only in-these cases that rocking alone could 

have caused-the relative phase differences observed:; between 

the various sections-of-the joints. 'In the-majority'of', 

cases therefore, there musthave, been-considerable, Fbending 

of the- joint planforms, ' The degree of this bending is'again 
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represanted, by the standard deviation of-the motion of 

individual points from the average normal motion of the 

joint. The standard deviations are shown, relative to the 

normal motion, in fig. (26) and in absolute terms in figs. (28) 

and (29). 

In general the preload range may be split into two 

distinct regions. At low preloads, the normal and bending 

amplitudes are changing very rapidly, whereas for higher 

loads a change in preload has little effect on joint 

performance. At high loads the bending--recorded in the 

ground joint is small compared with the-normal° motion,, for 

the turned joint however this is not so. -A-comparison of. 

the bending amplitudes for the turnedý. and ground joints, 

shows that the curves bear a fairly close' resemblance, -: ýso *,. 

that although a change in surface finish caused-a marked 

change in the normal vibration there was no. corresponding 

change in the bending motions. This is, possible since 

whereas normal motion is determined by the, 'absolute-value, - 

of normal stiffness the bending forces in the joint. occur 

as a result of non-uniform stiffness distributions between 

the planforms. r_', 
The distribution of -asperities on the. surface -of the 

mating components of a joint is in-general random; although 

certain machines appear to ' produce. repeatable` flatness errors, 

the stiffness distribution is therefore also generally 

random. The peaks are sufficiently, small however,. and, 

sufficiently numerous ,"' that -on a macroscopic ° scale . -one region 

of a flat surface will have similar properties to another 

region on the same*sürface; particularly'. after'-. the' initial 

crushing of primary contact peaks. It is therefore to be 

e:: pected that there will be a region at low preloads where 

I 
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with contact occurring at only a few high spots the 

joint stiffness may be very unevenly distributed and in 

consequence the joint will be very susceptible to bending. 

As the preload increases and contact is made over a wider 

area, the stiffness distribution becomes more even and. the 

bending will therefore rapidly subside.. As the load rises 

the major regions of contact might also change so that the 

form of the bending motions will also change. 

The stiffness distribution in the joint will be 

greatly affected by any flatness errors in the planforms. 

If the joint is subject to flatness errors there will be,. - 

non uniform contact in the joint. This non-uniformity will 

not be eliminated simply by increasing. joint preload so 

Chat bending caused by lack of flatness. will remain throughout 

the preload range. There is therefore little decrease in 

bonding amplitudes after the first rapid fall. It is 

interesting to note that flatness errors are commonly 

greater than joint deflections so that there will be regions 

in joints where contact is never made. 

At low preloads the introduction of oil into a joint 

causes a marked decrease in bending amplitudes. The decrease 

in bending is,. far. greater than the fall in the level of 

normal vibration. This supports the theory that interfacial 

oll provides support in the regions-of. the. joint where 

there is limited metal to metal contact. The oil evens out 

the load carrying capacity. of the joint thereby. suppressing 

banding. At high preloads there is little difference-between 

the bending of the oiled and. non oiled joints so. that, as 

was seen in the curves of R. M. S. flexibility the oil only,, 

has influence at low preloads. 

+ý 
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In summary the following statements may be made about 

the bending motions in the test jointst- 

: 1) At low preldads the joints suffered large bending 

and rocking motions which rapidly subsided as the 

preload was.. increased. 

2) The variation of the bending and rocking motions 

with joint preload and the magnitude of these 

vibrations was similar for both turned and ground 

joints. Because of the relative magnitudes of the 

normal motions for the two surfaces however, bending 

formed a major part of the motion of the turned joint 

but only a minor part of the motion of 'the ground joint. 

3) The introduction of interfacial oil into, the joint 

reduces bending and rocking motions, particularly at 

lbw preloads. 

Graphs of the variation with preload of the computed 

amplitudes of normal flexibility and the associated effective 

phase angle are shown in figs'. (30) and (31). As before 

plots are given-Tor a ground and a turned joint, with 

interfacial oil and in the dry state. 'The variation of the 

normal flexibility with preload shows much the same 

characteristics as the curves of rms flexibility; the plots 

of effective phase angle do however show some striking 

features. It can be seen that across the preload range the 

average motion of the dry turned joint undergoes two phase 

shifts of 1800 . At low preloads the joint motion is in 

prase with the exciting force at intermediate preloads the 

motion is out of phase with the excitation and at high 

preloads the force and displacement are once more 'in 'phase'. 

The preload at which the second phase change occurs is' 

close to the load for minimum normal motion and there is 
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a sharp fall in the amplitude of normal motion in the 

region of the first phase change. There is therefore an 

association between a 180 0 phase shift in the joint motion 

and a drop in the normal flexibility. For the oiled joint 

the rate of change of phase angleis much slower than in 

the dry case. The first phase change is almost absent and 

the second change is spread over the majority of . the preload 

range. Nevertheless it can be seen thatwhen the normal 

motion is a minimum the displacement is 90° out of phase 

with the exciting. force. 

For the ground joints the average. motion is always 

in pýase, with the excitation. It will be remembered however 

that at low preloads there were individual segments of 

the joint exhibiting a 1800 phase shift but that this 

shift was eliminated as the preload increased.. 
.w 

It has been stated that the deflected form of the- 

turned oiled joint varied as 'a function of. time, as a, 

result of a travelling wave being present within the -joint. 

At higher frequencies such waves were found-to be present 

in other joints. It was found that the. frequency response 

of the joint motion at any particular measuring point fell 

into one of three main types; these are illustrated in fig. (32) 

and are described as follows. 

a) The dynamic flexibility remained approximately, '-.,,; < 

constant throughout the frequency range-. and, the motion 

was out of. phase with the force input.. As - the: , frequency.. 

was increased. there was a gradual fall in, phase angle. 

b) The phase lag fell from 180° as the frequency increased 

-passing through 90° at some point-within the-, frequency 

band. 
-In 

the majority of cases, as. illustrated, the °, 
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amplitude of motion increased throughout the 

ý., ý frequency range. In other situations however the 

amplitude of motion decreased or remained constant 

whilst retaining a similar phase characteristic to 

that described. 

c)- The amplitude of motion is substantially constant 

and the phase lag remains close to zero throughout 

the frequency range. 

Although the frequency responses-type'a, b and c, 

occurred most frequently in the joints from which the 

examples of fig. (32) were taken, they were by no means 

unique 'to these joints. Thus responses of type (b) were found 

in turned dry joints and those of type (a) in ground dry 

joints etc. 

It'is interesting to note that at some frequency in 

type (b) the motion of the joint lags the force input by 

9C0,, a condition normally associated with resonance, and 

yct there is no corresponding large change in flexibility 

normally associated with the resonant condition. This 

indicates either that the system is very highly damped or 

-that the joint cannot be represented by a simple single 

degree of freedom model. 

Whenever the joint motion changed phase as a result 

o: ' increasing the forcing frequency, the phase change always 

occurred from the 180 position towards a zero phase'lag. ' 

That is the joint motion always moved from being predominantly., 

out of phase to being predominantly in-phase when the 

phase change was caused by a change of frequency. Changes 

in motion passing from the in-phase to the out of? phase 

condition only occurred through increasing the joint preload. 
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It was found that the frequency response of the 

joint varied not only between joints under different 

conditions but also at different measuring points under 

nominally identical conditions on a. single joint, see fig-(33), 

and as such the form of the frequency response must be 

greatly affected by any non-uniformity within the joint.. 

Since the major non-uniformity within a joint is the 

distribution of contact then flatness deviation must be a 

prime factor in determining the frequency, response at a 

particular point within a joint. 

A study of the results from the test joints has revealed 

several features which cannot be explained in terms of the 

simple joint model described earlier. They are: - 

1) The measured flexibility was greater for the, ground 

joints than for the turned joints. 

2) Above a certain preload increasing the preload caused 

the flexibility of the turned joint to rise. 

3ý At high preloads the introduction of oil into, the. 

joint caused an-increase in the measured flexibility. 

4; Changing the joint preload may result in a 1800, 

temporal phase shift in the joint motion with respect., 

to the applied force. At the preload to cause this 

phase shift the flexibility drops to a minimum.: 

5? Joint motions show an unusual frequency response 

which varies markedly as a function of position within 

the. joint. 

A new joint model is now described which accounts for 

all these unusual features. 

4.2 DISCUSSION OF JOINT MODEL 

, __ ý,.. 

. When two plates are clamped together with a bolt-the,,,, - 
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force on the top plate is zero at all points except in 
.. 

the area directly under the bolthead. The interfacial 

pressure between the plates is at a maximum directly under 

the bolthead and decreases with the distance from the 

bolt. The distribution of load is therefore different on 

opposite faces of the joint planforms so'that there are 

benling forces operative in the system.. As shown by Connoly 

and Thornley (10) these bending forces may be sufficient 

to cause a separation of the planforms at some finite 

distance from the bolthole. As the bolt load is'increased 

the pressure distribution in the joint changes. The maximum 

intorfacial pressure, that is the pressure directly under- 

the bolt, increases at a faster rate than the bolt load 

and the point at which the planforms separate moves towards 

the bolt. The load is therefore carried over a progressively 

smaller area. The joint deflection per unit 'load, denoted Rxp 

is a function of the bolt preload and the position of the 

mea,.; uring point in the joint. If the position is very close- 

to "`; he bolthole then RX will be positive; if the position 

t is at the point of instantaneous rotation of the joint then.. 

RX will be zero; and if it is beyond this point then RX may, 

be negative. Thus it is seen that the joint deflection -. -+ - , 
per unit load can take any real value. dependant on the point 

of neasurement. 

If a uniformly distributed load is now applied to 

the joint superimposed on the bolt preload, then the joint 

will undergo a gross deflection by an amount determined 

by =; he normal stiffness. The bolt stiffness and the joint normal 

stiffness are a parallel combination, so that the extra 

loac4 on the joint is borne by the bolt and joint in proportion 

to ,,; heir stiffnesses. The bolt stiffness is usually very 
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small compared with the joint stiffness and thus all the 

load may be considered to be borne by the interface. 

Although uniformly distributed on the upper surface the 

extra load will be borne at the interface by the-existing 

load carrying'regionsp ie. the area immediately surrounding 

the bolt. Further bending forces will therefore be created 

and the joint will therefore adopt 4-new deformation profile 

equivalent to that for a bolt load equal to the sum of 

the actual bolt load and the uniformly distributed load. The 

measured joint deflection at any point will be the sum of 

the normal motion and that due to the change in the 

deformation profile in the joint. 

A mathematical representation of this situation is 

given in"fig. (34a). The uniformly distributed load F is 

applied-to a series combination of two springs'kn and kx. 

kn represents the normal stiffness of the joint and kx = 
1/Rx 

represents the 'deformation stiffness', ie. the change in 

bolt load required to produce a unit deflection in the 

joint. It must be emphasised that kX is a position dependant 

function whereas kn'is assumed to be constant for any joint. 

configuration and preload. 

Each mode of motion will have associated damping. This 

iN represented by placing viscous dampers, rates cX and cn, 

it parallel with the two springs, fig (34b). 'The dynamic 

flexibility of the system is then given by: 

R=1 
kX + icXw 

+ iB 
C 

+1 
kn + icnw 

whore 
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A= (kx + kn)(kxkn - cxcnw2) + w2(cx + cn)(cxkn + cnkx) 

+=w (c +c)(kkcc w2) - (c k+ck) (k + k') .. 
(2o) 

Xnx n- xnxnnxnx 
C= (kxkn - cxcnw2)2 + w2(cxkn + cnkx)2 

In a practical joint it is to be expected that the 

majority of damping arises from viscous pumping of interfacial 

oil, or in the case of a dry joint a lesser degree of 

damping will be obtained from the pumping of air and from, 

interfacial friction. In both situations the same source 

of damping will dissipate energy_from both the normal and 
vr 

deformation modes of motion and in this case it might be 

expected that the values of cn and. cx would be similar. 

Making the assumption that cn =, cx and substituting cn = cx =c 

irl equations (20) givesz 

R1 = 
(kn + kx)(knkx +*c2w2) - iwc(kn2 + kx2 + 2c2w2) 

(knkx - c2w2)2 + a2w2(kn. + kX) 

or' 
R1 = R*e'O 

where 

R* _ �[(kn+kx)(knkx+c2w2) 
2 

2 (knkx - cw2)2 

+w2c2 (k__2+k__2+2c2w2 )2 1 

tC 

nx 

(kn + kX)2 

and tan y= we (kn2 + kx2 +'2c2 w2)., . 
(kn 1+ kx)(knkx + c2w2) 

Ec. uations (21) may be written in non-dimensionalrform by 

substituting 

a= 
kx/kn 

and b we/kn 

Thus 

R*kn = �1 (1+ a) (a+ b2) + b2 (1 +a 
2+2 

(a - b2)2 + b2(1 + a2)2 
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and tan fý =b (l + a2 + -2b2 ) 
(1 + a)( a+ b2) 

Graphs of R*kn and against a are shown, for various 

values of b, in fig-(35). 

It is seen that as the ratio 
kc/kn is changed then 

not only does the amplitude of motion vary to a marked 

d gree but also the phase relationship between the force 

and displacement changes. As a is decreased from a positive 

value, through zero, the motion of the joint'switches from- 

boing predominantly in phase with' the 'applied force to' being 

predominantly out*of phase. As the-stiffness-ratio is further 

decreased there is a second phase change and'the joint motion 

becomes once more predominantly in'phase; 'It should be 

noted that in-the region of a= -1, ie. in'the region of the 

sc:. cond" phase change R*kn falls ' to 'a minimum. This should 

be compared with the results shown in fig. (30). which indicate 

that the motion of the practical joint fell to a minimum 

when the phase lag between the applied force and the joint 

motion passed through 90 . 
It is known from the work of previous researchers that 

krl is a function of joint preload. "It is tobe expected that 

kX also varies with the load applied to the joint and as 

such the stiffness ratio a may in turn-be considered tobe 

a function of load. Thus by varying joint preload the 

f:. exibility of the joint model may be altered. 

The validity-of the joint model depends on the existence 

of negative values of kx and on a variation of kx, with 

preload commensurate withýthe experimental results shown 
in figs-(30) and (31). A series of tests were therefore''-` 

pE; rformed to determine values of kX for the trial joints. 
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Chanter 5 

STATIC LOADING OF JOIN 
OF VALUES OF N . ND THE CAL( 

L STIFFNESS 

5.. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The 'static loading of, the test joints was performed 

on a Dennison T60ct Transverse and Compression Testing. 

machine. 

In the dynamic tests the joints were clamped with 

equal loads on four symmetrically placed bolts. To simulate 

this loading in static tests a rig was designed to convert 

the single central force produced. by>the Dennison machine 

in-. o four equal loads distributed at the bolt holes. A 

photograph and a diagrammatic; representation. of the. loading. 

rig are shown in figs. (36) and (37). The roller G on 

the loading rig contacts with the loading anvil on the 

compression tester. The roller is situated midway between' 

the secondary loading bars AC and FD. When load, is applied 

the rig is free to rotate about the. line IH so that by 

taking moments about this line it is seen that the vertical 

forces at B and E must be equal. The secondary loading. 

bars AC and FD are free to rotate on the primary loading- 

bar, at points B and E. These two points are centrally,., --, 

located in AC and FD respectively and thus for equilibrium 

to be maintained the load at B must be evenly distributed 

between the reactions at A and C, and that at E between,,,,,, 

the reactions at F and D. Hence each of the four joint 

loading points bears one quarter, of the total applied load. 

The two halves of the test joint were located. byrý.,. 

four dummy bolts which passed through the joint base plate 

and protruded into the bolt holes in the joint 
. 
top. plate; 
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ý. Load was applied to the joint through four 

more dummy bolts situated in the top plate bolt holes. 

The lengths of the dummy bolts was such that there was 

no contact between the locating and load bearing sets. The 

load bearing dummy bolts had a centrally situated conical 

seat to provide stable accommodation for the balls in the' 

loading rig. The bolt holes in the joint were a clearance 

fit-for the. dummy bolts to enable movement of the bolts to 

accommodate the slight variations in distances between 

loading points caused'by rotation of the loading rig. The 

joint assembly rested on. a soft aluminium, sheet which was 

in turn situated on the loading_table: of the 
, 
compression. ., 

tester. ' The aluminium sheet served two functions. Firstly 

it protected the loading table of 
. 
the test machine against 

damage from the concentrated loads on,,, the_dummy boltheads. 

Secondly, it reduced, inequalities in, the_-loads carried, by 

the dummy bolts in the lower planform thereby giving-, a 

more regular loading distribution. The lower joint, planform 

is an order, of magnitude stiffer in bending than the joint 

top plate, the modulus of rigidity being proportional to 

the cube of the thickness of, the plate. so that the", effects 

of unequal loading on the lower dummy bolts will be small 

compared with the effect of similar inequalities in the 

loading of the. upper, dummy bolts. Nevertheless it is 

important to guard against the possibility of widely. differing 

bolt loads. 

As in the dynamic testing, joint deflections were 

measured, using the Wayne Kerr distance, and, vibration meter. 

Since static deflections were being investigated it was the 

direct component of the demodulated output. of the. distance 

meter which was required for analysis. The output from the 
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demodulating filter was therefore fed into a dc digital 

voltmeter on which a reading. proportional to the separation 

between the joint-base plate and the face of the measuring 

probe was displayed. Since the'initial formation of: the " 

joint is random and the joint. is'subject to large, deflections 
' "r 

at very low pre-loads, the datum for displacement-readings 

is, -in effect; ' arbitary. The"displacement reading for a 

joint preload of 40 kg. -was taken as areference. The joint 

deflections under static loading were large compared with 

the dynamic movements previously measured and'it was 

therefore possible to use a less sensitive capacitive probe 

during the static testing. The transducer'used'was type°MC1 

with a maximum measuring range of 0.25fmm. `The increased 

range of*the transducer made the setting up of, -the 'probe` 

very much easier than in the, dynamiccsituation. ý'° 

It was established during primary testing thatprovided 

that the'joint was not brokentänd that the maximum preload 

in the joint's history was-not exceeded thin -'for -the second 

and subsequent loading , cycles the load'defle`ction curve 

for a joint followed the'same' course to . within' close limits. 

This is to be expected from the wörk'ý performed ` by previou36 

researchers into the properties of structural "joints, for 

example, Day (19) and Thornley '(14)'. During the"first 

loading of a joint there is both'plästic"and elastic"'', 

deformation. On unloading the recovery is entirely elastic 

and on subsequent`reloading there"will: 'be no further plastic 

deformation unless the previous maximum preload-is surpassed. 

This feature of jöint"performance is important since it 

enables measurements 'of deflection 't6 be made-'at several 

positions onýthe joint during different loading cycles, thereby 
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making it possible to plot the deformation profile of the 

joint using a single displacement, monitor. 

5.?. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The joint planforms were degreased with acetone and 

wiped with a leather cloth before being assembled, The 

function of the leather cloth was to remove any particles 

of fluff or dust left by the previous cleaning cloth. The 

test joint was then assembled on the bed of the compression 

test machine as is shown in fig-(36). Load was then applied 

from the compression tester to a total maximum-of 4; 000 kg., 

this value being the same as the maximum total preload 

suppliedýby-the clamping bolts. during dynamic testing, and 

was held, atthis level for a short while to allow the joint 

to stabilise. Throughout subsequent testing the joint preload 

wa§ not allowed to exceed this level, nor was it allowed 

to fall below 40 kg. ensuring that there was always preload 

acting on the planforms and that the joint surface was 

not disturbed. The displacement measuring transducer. was 

next inserted in the first measuring position and adjusted 

to give a meter reading of approximately 0.15 mm. This mid 

range initial setting was necessary since it was not known 

whether the joint planforms would approach each other under 

load, or whether they would separate. The load was incrementally 

increased to 4,000 kg. ýthe display on the voltmeter-being,, 

noted at. each stage. Readings were also taken as the joint 

was. unloaded, to ensure that-the results remained consistent. 

On, reaching the lower limiting load of 40 kg. the-measuring 

probe was moved to the next desired position and the 

procedure repeated. Readings were taken from both turned,,,, 

ana, ground joints. 

...,. _ ,ý 
ý7:. 
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5.3" PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The load deflection curves obtained from the turned 

and ground joints tested are shown in figs. (38) and (39). 

The position at which the readings for these curves were 

taken were the same as those used in the dynamic testing; 

ie. at angular increments of 22.5° to the bolt positions. 

It is seen that in general the initial application of 

load to the joint causes a closure of the planforms, but 

that the rate of closure rapidly falls and as the preload 

increases the joint planforms begin to separate. It'. is 

clear that there are wide differences between the displacements 

in the joint at different measuring positions. Since the 

measuring points are symmetrically placed with respect 

to the bolt holes these differences must be a'function of 

the flatness errors in the planforms. To minimise the effect 

of these flatness errors on an overall picture of the 

joint deflection at an angular position 22.5° removed from 

a bolt hole, the average of the four readings for each joint 

was taken and the values obtained plotted on fig. (40). 

The curves for the turned and ground joints show a 

similar form. There is a period where increasing joint 

preload causes a joint closure, the rate of closure then 

decreases eventually becoming negative and after this point 

any further increase in preload causes a separation of the 

planforms. The turned joint is however far more sensitive 

to changes in load than is the ground joint, furthermore 

the load at which the joint starts to separate is higher 

for the ground joint than for the turned. 

The phenomenon of an increase in clamping load causing 

a separation within the joint is of considerable importance. 
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In: particular it is of great interest in situations where 

'a bolted connection is used to provide not only a tight 

joint but is also'required to act asa seals for example 

it the cylinder head block connection in internal combustion 

engines. It appears possible that tightening the joint 

bcyond a certain level may actually' decrease the effectiveness 

of the joint as a seal rather than increase it as might be 

thought. - 

The gradient of the average load deflection curves 

gives the deformation flexibility Rx , and the inverse of 

this flexibility is the deformation stiffness kX . Graphs 

of kX against applied preload are shown in fig. (41). At low 

preloads-kx is positive and increasing; it becomes infinite 

at the load Fco , the load at which the measuring position 

becomes the point of instantaneous rotation of the joint, 

and on further increase of load kx decreases rapidly in 

magnitude from minus infinity, reaches a maximum value and 

then increases once more in magnitude whilst still retaining 

ä negative sign. 

-" It has. been proposed in the previous chapter that the, , 

joint motion at any point is a combination of a normal 

motion and a component arising from the change in the* 

deformation profile of the joint brought about by a--change 

in the effective bolt load. The deformation in the joint- 

is representead by the stiffness kX plotted in fg. (41)"and 

the ' effect . of, combining. this stiffness with a joint' normal 

stiffness of the type measured by Day will now be-considered. 

Day found that 'the normal stiffness of a joint rose sharply 

with initial preload; the rate of increase in stiffness 

with load falling with increasing preload. Curves of=this 

form are compared in fig. (42) with curves for kX of the 
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form'measured in the static loading tests; kx and - Kn 

are plotted. 

Dependant on the relative magnitudes of kn and'kx 

there may be zero one, or two intersections between the 

two curves. Cönsider first -knl which cuts the plot of kx 

twice at F1 and F2. If the damping in the system is assumed 

to be'small, so that terms in cw can,, be neglected, "then 

the. -Joint flexibility is given by: 

R kn + kX 
O ....... (22) 

knkx 

or R0kn =1+ 
1/a 

. 

Thus for 

I 

0<F<FOO a >0 and R0] >0 

Fc 
0< 

F< F1 a <-1 and" 
" 

R0k. >> 0 

F1. c F< F2 -1<a <0 and R0kn< 0 

F2<F a-< -1 and R0kn> 0 

Since kn is always positive it is seen that in the-- 

range F1 <F< F2 the joint motion is out of phase with 

the forcing functi'on'whereas for the remainder of the preload' 

range the force and displacement will be in phase. 

As the preload is increased from zero there will'be`°` 

a region. in which the motion is in phase with the-'applied 

force, there will-be a second region in which the force and 

displacement are in antiphase, and there will finally, beý'K 

a region in which the. force and displacement are once more 

in phase. This is the sequence observed in the motion of 

thc3 turned dry joint. 

If as for curve-kn2 the magnitude of the normal 

stiffness is sufficiently large that there is no second 

intersection of the curves of kX and -kn then for all preloads 
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above-F3 the motion would be out of phase with the forcing 

function. "If as for-kn3 the magnitude of the normal 

stiffness, is always less than the deformation stiffness 

then there will be no phase changes the force and. displacement 

always being in phase. This corresponds to the form, of 

motion seen for the ground joints. The correspondence-between 

the motion observed in practise and the form of motion-, --, 

pr'. dicted from fig. (42) indicates that the form-of-the 

deformation stiffness kX measured in the-static-loading tests 

ic,, of. the. form-required to substantiate the series spring 

joint -model. 
`ý,. `": 

" The-introduction of damping into the, =joint, does not 

radically'älter the form of the variation of. joint motion 

wi-th. preload but tends rather to smooth out these changes, 

se(: fig435., From equations 21 it' is seen that 0 =-90°'for 

(kn + kx)iknkx + c2w2) - 0... 

and thus"the joint motion changes phase when 

kn = -kX ie. a= -1 

or kX, - _c2w2/kn ie., a= -b2 ý,. , r.. .. '' x.. 

-Examining the values obtained for kx'indicatesýthat 

th s° situation , where kX = -c2w2/kri will not be met in -practise 

and as such the change in phase of the joint motion resulting 

from varying the preload can be assumed to result from°`the 

co;. ldition of- aI passing through -1 as" the load" is increased. 

If the-effects'of damping are once more considered"to 

be-small then, an estimate of the normal stiffness of`the 

joints may be'made. 

'Trom-'equation'22 ;ý'' 

, kn kX 

1- kXRO 
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lh 
' Thus by combing the measured values of kx'with the 

results from the dynamic testing values of kn can be 

determined. The results obtained by such combination are 

shown in fig. (43). 

The plots of. normal stiffness against preload for 

the turned and ground joints are similar in shape to those 

obtained by Day. The stiffness of the turned joint increases 

with increasing preload but the rate of increase falls as, 

the load rises. The stiffness of the ground joint increases 

steeply from zero but rapidly becomes assymptotic to a 

value-of approximately 8 GN/m. Although it rises. initially 

at a slower rate the stiffness of the turned joint attains 

a pubstantially higher value at high preloads than that 

of. the ground joint and the stiffness is still rising at 

the end-of-the preload range. The' difference between the 

two joints is solely in the properties of the planform 

surfaces. The normal stiffness is determined by the real 

contact. area between the planforms. The real. contäct area 

is determined by the apparent contact area and the quality 

of contact in this area. The quality of contact between 

the surfaces is increased by preloading the joint so. as to 

compress the contacting asperities thereby enabling new 

coptacts to be made between smaller asperities. -The quality 

and type of-machining used to produce the surface determines 

the distribution of asperities in terms of their size. -The 

better the surface finish the smaller the asperities and 

the more uniform the asperity height, so that a ground-, 

surface requires a relatively small normal deflection 

compared with a turned surface to give comparable improvements 

in the quality of contact. Similarly however because. of 

thysmaller depth of the surface region, when the planform 
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is subjected to bending it requires only a small upwards 

deflection of the upper joint plate to cause separation 

in aground joint compared with the deflection required 

to cause'a'separation in a turned joint. Thus we see that 

although the normal stiffness. of the, ground`joint rises 

rapidly at first due to improvement in the'quality of-contact, 

th4s improvement is-not maintained since., 'due to bending 

of the'planforms, the area of the contact region is decreasing 

at a, corresponding rate. The depth of the surface region 

of the turned joint is such that the normal stiffness is 

legs sensitive to bending, the net effect-of increasing the 

joint, preload and the effects of joint bending"being to 

ingrease the joint normal stiffness throughout the preload 

rar}ge . 

-The'introduction of oil into the joint makes little 

difference to. the measured values of normal stiffness, 

save for the ground joint at low preloads. In this region-I"' 

the measured stiffness with oil is much higher than for the, 

dry state, thereafter the readings are very similar. This 

pattern is possible if the rate of decrease in the area of 

the contact regions is greater than the rate of increase 

in the quality of the contact. It should be noted however 

that the values of kX used in the calculation of normal 

stiffness were static"readings. Under static conditions 

interfacial oil has an infinite time in which to seep to a 

position of zero gauge pressure so that although it may 

offer temporary support to the planforms on initial-application 

of load, -this support cannot be maintained.; It-is not therefore 

possible to measure the true deformation stiffness of a. 

joint containing interfacial oil by the method previously 

devcribed. Ifshowever the period of oscillation is small 
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compared with the response time of the oil the in phase 

component-of the dynamic stiffness'will be increased. 

Furthermore as was seen in fig. (28) and (29) the effect 

of interfacial oil is to reduce bending motions. It is 

therefore to be expected that the value of kX for an oiled 

joint will be somewhat different than for a dry joint. 

5.14 FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE JOINT YODEL 

Examples of the frequency responses observed at 

different-positions and under varying conditions in the 

test joints were shown in figs. (32) and (33)" 

The frequency response of the joint model may be 

gauged by plotting across the curves of fig. (35) for constant 

values of'a. It can be seen that whereas responses of type(a) 

and(c) are' generated by the model, type(b)does not occur; 

ie. at rio value of k2/kl does the dynamic flexibility of 

the motion increase whilst the phase lag between force and 

displacement decreases through 900 . It should be remembered 

however that the arbitrary assumption was made that cn = C. 

n= If the damping in the joint model is altered so that 0n 0 

than from equations (20): 

R*kn 

and' tan 

, %((a (l+a) + b2) 2+ b2 I 

a2 + b2 
-..... (23) 

_b 2 
a(1+a) +b 

In this situation 0= 900 for 

ä(1+a) + b2 =0 

So that the joint motion changes phase when 

2 
a= 1-1+�f1 -4b1] ..... 

(24).. 

lI 

r, . 
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Thus if b> i the discriminant becomes negative and 

no phase change occurs. Such large damping is however 

unlikely and for small damping equation (24) may be' 

approximated tos 

a =. (-1±(1-2b2)-) 

_ (-1 + b2) or -b2 

As before the experimental values of kx indicate 

that the situation of a= -b2 will not occur, so that phase 

cIange resulting from a change in preload will take, place 

in, the region of a= 
-1 whether the assumption. of cn=cX or 

c r-0, is made., 

Curves of R*kn and for 
, c1=' 0 are shown in fig. (44) 

. 

It is. now seen that in the region of a= -0.65 a frequency 

response of type b occurs. ., ' 

It is not-intended that either of the assumptions 

made as to the joint damping, ie. cn-cx, or cn=0, should 

apply, universally across the test joints or indeed that 

these conditions should necessarily exist at all. The assumptions 

have merely been made'to demonstrate the type of frequency 

response which can be generated by a model of the 
. 
form chosen. 

Curves are plotted in fig. (45), for comparison with those 

ire fig-(32), to show that the joint model can generate 

frequency responses similar to those seen in the test.. joints. 

Except in the regions where kx approaches -kn the,.., 

phase lag measured in the joint does not deviate markedly 

-from 0 or 1800 so that the damping forces are seen to be 

~'' 
small, compared with the in phase forces in the joint. In 

try) region where kX approaches -kn the phase angle measured 

is dependant as much on the stiffness ratio as on the-joint 

damping and-as such it is difficult to estimate the magnitude 
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of the': dämping forces. Furthermore-there is no justification 

. to suppose that the damping measured at"the particular. 

position chosen relative to the boltholes would be 

representative of that in the remainder of the joint and" 

as, such no estimate of joint damping has been made. 

The joint motion has so far been discussed only in 

terms Of the motion of a single point on the planform. 

Aýthough the normal stiffness is ideally considered uniform 

across the joint the deformation stiffness is ,a function 

of position so that the joint motion is also a function of 

, po ition. If the spatial distribution of kx were known it 

would-be possible to predict the flexibility-of any point 

. on the joint and hence determine the rms *joint flexibility. 

To give some measure of the variance of kX with position- 

additional-readings were taken on the compression test 

machine{at points on and midway between two bolt holes on A 

a ground and. a turned joint. In fig. (4.6) the deflections 

measured, are plotted against position relative to a bolthole. 

It is tobe expected that the curves would be symmetrical: 

about the position midway between the boltholes, this is 

not-however seen in practise. Since the joints are not 

perfectly flat there is rocking and bending in the joint 

quite apart from that caused by the bolt loading., Thus the 

measured deflection is a combination of the controllable- 

eýfects of the bolt loading distribution and the random 

e. fects of the surface form errors. The effects of tilting 

in 'the joint are clearly seen. in the results for both turned 

and ground joints where at one bolt the joint closes under 

load whereas at the-other-the-joint separates. In general 

the deflections measured in the ground joint are far smaller 

than those measured in the turned. As previously stated 
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the joint bends because the forces acting on the upper 

surface are not distributed in the same manner as those 

on the lower planform. When the joint deflects it tends 

to move in such a manner as to equalise these loads. Thus 

there is a compression of the surface material under the 

boltholes anda separation midway between the bolts. The 

interfacial pressure is at a maximum under the applied load. 

The deflection required to relieve interfacial pressure 

is much smaller in a ground joint than in a turned joint 

and hence the deformation caused by the concentrated loading 

is much smaller. 

From the deflection measurements taken in the single 

quadrant. values of kX for"different positions and preloads 

were determined. The joint flexibility was then calculated 

at various positions and the results combined to give ai 

plot of rms flexibility against preload. This rms flexibility' 

is compared with the normal flexibility in fig. (47). It 

ie seen that there may be considerable differences between 

the normal and rms flexibilities of the single. jint quadrant 

and that this difference is greater in the case of the 

turned joint than in the case of the ground. 

From the results of the static and dynamic loading tests 

or. the joints the following conclusions can be drawn: -' 

1) The motion of a bolted joint subjected to a uniformly 

distributed dynamic load is a function not only of 

that dynamic load but also on the magnitude and 

distribution of the bolt preload. 

2) The motion at any point in a bolted joint is a 

combination of the direct effects of the dynamic 

load and those of the change in the effective joint 

preload caused by the application of the dynamic load. 
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3) The overall stiffness of a joint with a non uniform 

static loading distribution is not simply related to 

the surface finish of the joint planforms. The 

surface finish affects not only the normal stiffness 

of-the joint but also the deformation profile'of the 

-"joint under static loading. 

7" 
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Chapter 6 

"THEORETICAL AND 'EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF 
VARIATIONS. WITH POSITION.. OF JOINT STIFFNESS 

It has been shown that the static,. and hence the 

dynamic deflections in a bolted. joint are not uniform 

throughout the joint but are functions of position. This 

non uniformity is caused by the uneven distribution of 

pressure at the joint interface which results from bolt 

loading. Furthermore it has been shown that the deflection 

profiles produced by this uneven loading are such that 

rehtote from the bolts there may be, a separation of the joint 

components rather than the desired closure. This has two 

serious effects on the performance of the joint. Firstly 

any sealing properties of the joint will be severely effected 

it there is a gap between the joint plates and secondly the 

resonant frequencies in bending of the. clamped portions 

of the joint assembly will be lower in a joint containing 

a region of separation as compared to a uniformly clamped 

section thus greatly affecting the transmission of vibration 

through and radiation of noise from the structure. It 

thorefore becomes important that it should be possible to;, 

predict theoretically the manner in which a joint deforms 

under non uniform loading. 

The problem of predicting the static delection in 

a joint formed between two nominally flat rectangular 

plates is analagous to that of a beam on an elastic foundation. 

Copsider fig. (48), fig. (48a) shows two rectangular bars 

clamped together with a bolt at either end. The modulus,, of. 

rigidity of the bars (EI) is proportional to the, cube off_ 

the beam depth and the ratio of the depths of the bars is 

therefore such that the stiffness of the lower beam in 
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beading, is an order of magnitude greater-than that of the 

upper beam. The joint deflection, that is the relative 

motion between upper and lower bars, may therefore be 

ap)roximated to the motion of the upper beam. Schematically, 

fi,;. (48b) the 'upper beam may be considered as being subjected 

to two point loads, equal to the bolt loads, whilst being 

su: )ported on an elastic foundation, the stiffness of which 

is equal to the joint stiffness. It is assumed that if the 

b4,7 is long compared with the bolt size and with its width 

thin the bolt load may be considered as evenly distributed 

ac::? oss the width and that the effect of the load being 

di,; tributed over a small area rather than being concentrated 

at a point may also be neglected. 

The differential equation describing the deflected 

shape of a beam of uniform section is 

EI = w(x) .......... (25) dýv 
dx 

The origins of this equation are well known and may 

be examined in any standard work on elastic stress analysis, 

e¬;, (26). In the case of a beam on an elastic foundation 

th; loading on the beam is provided by the stiffness-of the 

e?. tstic support so that 
4" 

EI _ -k (x). y. .......... (26) 
dx 

wh: re". k* is the stiffness of -the foundation per unit length 

of beam. 

Thornley (15) has shown that for a joint subject to' 

a iniform normal loading the following relationship between" 

s":. iffness, load and deflection holds between certain ranges 

o interfacial pressure, 
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k= mP =a em y 
.. 

ý.......... (27) 

If. it is assumed that over an incremental length 

of the beam the interfacial pressure and joint deflection 

remain constant then this expression may be used to express 

the foundation stiffness per unit length as a function of 

joint deflection or interfacial pressure; ie 
4 

EI d-Y 
_ -mp*y = -a*emy. y .... 

(28) 
dx4 

This equation has no exact solution and as yet 

attempts at numerical-solution have failed.. - An' approximation 

to the. joint deflection can however be made by assuming 

that the 'joint stiffness is uniform across the planforms, ie. 

k#. _L..:......... (29)' L 

In this case the equation describing the deflected 

shape of the joint becomes 

EI 4-- ME y ............ ý3ý) 
dx4 L 

an equation which'has exact solutions for any particular 

values of P. The change in the deflection of any particular 

po.. nt in the joint with load may be determined by plotting-.. 

de: 'lection curves for a series of applied loads and reading 

across these curves to obtain the desired result. 

Solution of equation (30) yields 

y= e'8X[c1 cost x+ c2 sinj xj +e ßx(c3cos, e x'+ c4sin1e x] 

...... (31) 

where _ IL 
............ (32 

and c1, c2, c3 and c4 are constants to be determined from 

tho boundary conditions imposed on the beam. In the situation 

shown in fig. (48) it is assumed that the segment of beam 

0 
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under consideration is a small section of a flange clamped 

~ýy by many bolts so that the gradient of the'beam at the 

bolt is zero. A second boundary condition. is given by 

thr: fact that at the bolts the shear force in the beam must 

be equal to half the bolt load. Thus equation (31) must 

sa'-isfy the conditions: - 

dX 
=0 and ' EI =2 at x=+L.... (33) 

dX 

Since the beam is symmetrical about the position, 

x r= 0 then y(x) = y(-x) and thus cl = c3 and c2 = -c4*. 
Thus 

y= 2c1cos fl x coshfi x+ 2c2sin/3 x sinhý x .. (34) 

By applying boundary conditions (33) it can be 

shown that 

cl 
_ cotßL + coth LG (gL) 

..:. (35) 
c2 coth L cots L3 

and c2 =3P........... (36) 

8fl EI. H(f L) 

where 

H(P L) _ -G (ß L) sinp'3Lcosh§L + cosßLsinhpL + .., 3 
cosßLsinhfL - sirýLcoshfL 

Given the physical dimensions of the joint, and the 

Yat:. ngs Modulus and'm' value of the joint material it is 
., 

pcwsible to use equations (34), (35) and (36) to give an 

axproximation to the deflection profile of the joint., 

In order to test the accuracy of this method an - 

experimental rig was designed to simulate, the situation 

dec, cribed in fig. (k8). A photograph of this apparatus is 

shc4in in fig. (49) . 
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When a joint is formed under preload from bolts 

then the order and the manner of tightening the bolts 

will greatly affect the nature of the joint formed. The 

above theory has been derived for determining the deflection 

in a span where the joint is formed under two equal bolt,, 

loaßs. In practise it is not possible to simultaneously 

tighten bolts to the same load and so the chosen model 

carinot be matched exactly. If however load is supplied from 

a compression testmachine, and load equalising devices are 

used as was done in the static loading tests on annular 

joints, (see Chapter 5) then a good simulation can be 

achieved. In the apparatus shown in fig. (49) the load: is 

supplied-from the ram of the compression. test machine to 

the top loading beam through a centrally located hardened 

steel roller. The beam is thus free to rotate about this 

rbller, -. thereby. ensuring that equal loads are transmitted 

to the vertical loading pillars. The vertical loading pillars 

are- similarly connected to the top loading beam and the ;, 
load carried by each foot of the pillars must therefore be 

egi:.: al. Looking at a section through, the longitudinal axis 

of she joint the loading on the joint is exactly the same 

as that which would be provided by bolts, fig. (l+8c). The 

diý, tribution of load in the lateral direction is not 

representative of bolt loading. Deflections in this direction 

arE however not yet of primary interest. The distribution 

of ; t'ig. (48c) is then approximated to the chosen model of - 
fi. (48b). Although a better approximation to the. point 

loE, ding assumed in the mathematical model could have been 

obtained from the experimental-rig this would have required. 

that the clamping effects of the. bolts were ignored and, the 

boundary condition of zero gradient at x=+L were waived. 
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The planforms of the joints tested were rectangular, 

6-x 20 cm and were manufactured in EN8 steel. Top joint 

plates of thickness 1 and 2 cm with both. milled and'ground 

su'faces were tested. The thickness of the lower joint 

pl. -Lte was in all cases 6cm. and the ratios of the flexural 

rigidities of. the lower and upper joint plates tterefore, 

had. a minimum 
. 
value of 27. It is safe. to assume therefore 

that the lower joint plate was, rigid compared to the upper 

se, f: tion of the joint. 

The deflections in the joint were measured using a 

Wa,. ºne-Kerr distance meter type 731 with a , capacitive " 

transducer type NºC1; maximum range 0.25mm. Deflections were 

me.: sured at five positions equally spaced along the longitudinal 

ax:. s of the joint between the vertical loading pillars. As 

in previous static loading tests the joint was initially 

loaded to the maximum test load and held at this level 

fo: " a brief period. This was to ensure that during the 

ý`ý, su; )sequent testing only elastic deformations would be measured. 

Th-) joint was then unloaded to 40kg. and the-displacement 

pr)be inserted-in the first measuring position. The-displacement 

reading at a preload of 40kg. was taken as a datum, The 

jo.. nt was now reloaded in stages to the maximum-total'-test 

load of 4,000 kg.; deflection readings being taken-at-each 

st; tge. The deflections were also noted as the joint load; 

wa, i subsequently decreased to 40kg. At no time. was the, -, --" 
jo'. nt preload allowed to fall below this minimum value so 

th'it at no time during testing did the joint planforms become 

se; )arated or repositioned. On reaching the. lower. limiting, 

load the measuring transducer was moved to the next position 

and the procedure repeated. The results obtained are shown 

in figs-(50) - (53). Also plotted are the theoretically 
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derived. deflection curves with 'm' value chosen to give 

the best fit when compared with experimental results. 

Although there are marked similarities between the 

theoretical curves and the experimental values the 

correlation between the two sets of figures cannot be 

claimed to be good. In general the deflections measured 

experimentally are much larger than those predicted and 

there is also a marked difference in the 'lie' of the two 

sets of curves in relation to the datum line. The overall 

shape of the predicted and measured results do however have 

much in common. Both sets of readings show a maximum joint 

closure under the loading points and both also show a: 

maximum separation, or minimum'-closure of the planforms at 

tht centre of the span. Again it is seen that there are 
ýr . 

positions in the joint where for a particular load the 

jo, nt,. deflection does not'change with applied load, ie. at 

that position'and: load the joint stiffness is infinite. 

The large discrepancy in the 'lie' of the results ; 

re". ative to the chosen datum may be traced to two causes. 

At low preloads the joint stiffness is very low so that 

a small change in load gives a relatively large change in 

deflection. Assuming that the order of stiffness involved 

ma; - be estimated from the expression k= mP theltaking an 

'm" value of 106m-1 the joint stiffness at the datum load 

of 40 kg. will be of the order of 40 x 106kg/m. The likely 

er: -, or in the load measurement on the compression test 

`ý-,, mathine was 20 kg. this being the smallest division on the 

lo.: d scale= the machine having been calibrated shortly before 

use, and therefore the largest likely error in deflection "" 

re-, ding would be of the order of 0.5p . This is very small 
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cowipared with the apparent shift in datum between the 

experimental and theoretical results. It therefore seems 

un". ikely that this' shift occurs solely as a result of 

inaccuracies in measuring datum load. 

The linear relationship between load and stiffness 

is quoted by Thornley (15) to be valid between the ranges 

of mean interfacial pressures of 0.02 tons/in2 to 2 tons/int. 

At a total joint preload of 40 kg. the mean interfacial 

pressure is only 0.002 tons/in2 and even allowing for the 

far :t that the majority of the load io, carried in the, regions 

di., ýectly under the loading points it is unlikely that the 

mi:: imum interfacial preload for the linear load stiffness 

re.. ationship is exceeded. At such low preloads the actual 

jo. 'nt stiffness is lower than is predicted from the linear 

moc'. el (see Day(19)) and the joint deflections are therefore 

grater than would be expected from this model. Furthermore 

at very low preloads the contact points are not evenly 

distributed thoughout the load bearing surfaces and the., 

jo-nt planforms are therefore liable to tilting and bending 

motions until a stable support is achieved. The assymetry 
``ýý, of the experimental results with respect to the transverse. 

ax:. s of the beam is evidence of such tilting. 

The magnitude of the tilting and bending present in 

the joint is dependant to a large extent on the flatness 

of the mating profiles. To gauge the order of magnitude 

of these flatness errors a mapping was made of the joint 

su. l. -faces of the ground bar 2cm thick and the ground base, 

bar. The readings taken along the centre line of the joint 

arg shown in fig-(54). It is seen that at zero preload., there 

is a gap of up to 3m between the two planforms. The. joints 

must therefore deflect by this amount before contact can 
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be made over the entire surface. The size of the zero 

shift apparent in this joint . is similar to the gap observed 

. 
at zero preloäds and thus although it is possible that 

much of "the. flatness errors might beý: taken out at loads 

below 40 kg. it is likely that-errors of form are major 

contributors to the datum shift and assymetry observed in 

this experimental results. 

It should be noted that since the linear load stiffness 

relationship is not applicable at low preloads then the 

errors resulting from inaccuracies in load measurement 

will be greater than those previously estimated. It is not 

thought however that the difference would be solely responsible 

for the measured datum shift. 

It has been argued that the majority of the differences 

between' the predicted deflection profiles and the experimental ý 

data result from a'poor match between-the experimental 

model and the'test joint at low preloads. If this is so then 

a better correlation between experiment and theory might 

bc expected if the datum load were'shifted to a higher 

vw. lue. A new datum of 3,000 kg. was therefore chosen, 

corresponding to a mean interfacial preload of 0.105 tons/in2 

ai. d the theoretical and experimental deflections at 4,000 kg. 

wc::: oe related to this datum. The results obtained are shown 

i1: fig. (55). It is seen that there is now excellent correlation 

bc; tween the two sets of curves particularly in the case 

ow" the ground joints. 

We may therefore conclude that although the theoretical 

approached outlined compares badly with experimental results 

at low joint preloads there is a very good correlation at 

h: -dher loads when the theoretical model fits the experimental 
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situation more. closely. Since it is possible to predict 

changes in deflection at high preloads it is now possible 

to derive the stiffness of the joint as a function of 

position. It should then be possible by application of 

energy methods to determine the fundamental natural frequency 

in bending of the bars constituting the joint and a 

relationship between natural frequency and bolt load could 

then be derived. This relationship would be of considerable 

importance in the control of the transmission of audio 

frequency noise through structures. 

It is suggested that the applicability of the method 

be further tested and if shown to be of repeatable value 

in the prediction of the static and resonant properties of 

one-dimensional joints then an investigation should be made 

into extending this method to joints such as clamped plates 

where the forming preload is non-uniformly distributed in 

two dimensions. 

0 
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Chanter 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. When considering the effects of surface topography 
.. 

on joint performance researchers have tended to concentrate 

on the effects of surface roughness; the effects of 

surface flatness are however of equal importance in 

determining joint properties. 

2. A method has been described by which the contour area 

within a joint may be determined from measurements taken 

on the surfaces of the joint planforms, the stability of 

the joint may also be examined. This method should be, 

oxtended to account for changes in the orientation of the 

joint planforms resulting from different stiffnesses 

occuring at the different points of contact. 

3. The maximum stiffness which a joint can attain is 

limited by the flatness errors in the joint planforms. 

Lh In a bolted joint bending of the joint planforms can 

'be a major contributor to joint motion. 

5r The standard deviation of bolt loads produced by a 

riven torque on the nut is approximately 10% of the working 

: oad of the bolt; this is insufficiently accurate*to., 

unable the applied torque to be used as a measure of bolt.. 

oad during laboratory testing. 

6. The rate of change of bolt load with applied torque can 

ncnease as a result of deformation of the nut face 

causing a decrease in the effective loading radius under 

the nut. The rate of change of bolt load with applied 

-; orque may also decrease if thread friction increases or 

:: f the effective loading radius increases. 
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7. The normal motion of a bolted joint is not constant 

throughout the joint but varies as a function of the 

point of measurement. This variation in joint motion 

is caused by the non-uniform distribution of load within 

'-he joint, which. results from bolt loading, and by the 

offects of flatness errors in the joint planforms. 

8. If a bolted joint is subjected to a uniformly distributed 

normal dynamic load then in geneI'al increasing the bolt 

preload leads to an increase in joint stiffness. In 

certain preload ranges, however, increasing bolt preload 

causes an increase in the flexibility of, some sections 

of the joint and can lead to an-increase in the rms motion 

of the joint. 

9. In a bolted joint subjected-to a uniformly distributed 

normal dynamic load, the deflected shape of the joint 

ray vary as a function of time. A travelling wave can 

cxist around the periphery of an annular joint. 

10. Increasing joint preload, while holding all other 

parameters constant, can lead to a 1800 phase shift in 

*.; he dynamic motion of a bolted joint relative to the 

: 'orce input to the joint. 

il.. The dynamic motion of a bolted joint is dependant on 

'3oth the magnitude and distribution of the bolt preload. 

12,, The motion of a bolted joint cannot be represented by 

a single degree of freedom model. 
ti , 

13, The dynamic motion of a bolted joint may be considered 

as the summation of a normal motion which is uniform 

across the joint, and a change in the deformation, profile 

o. ' the joint resulting from achange in effective bolt load 
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when a uniformly distributed dynamic load is superimposed 

on the static bolt load. 

14, A mathematical model representing a bolted joint may 

be formed by placing two springs in series. The first 

spring represents the normal stiffness of, the joint and 

". s defined as 'the uniformly . distributed incremental 

load which in the absence of other loads will give a, 

unit normal deflection in the joint'. The second spring 

represents the 'deformation. stiffness' of the joint, which 

is defined as 'the incremental bolt load, which in the 

absence of other loads will give a unit deflection at the 

position of interest within the, joint'. The normal stiffness 

is a constant for the joint and is positive. The deformation 

r; tiffness varies' as a function of position and may take 

any real value positive or negative. Each stiffness has 

associated damping which is represented in the joint model 

"ay a viscous dashpot-in parallel with each spring. 

15 The surface finish of joint planforms affects both the 

normal and deformation stiffnesses; under certain conditions 

c. ecreasing the surface roughness of the planforms forming 

z, bolted joint can lead to an increase in rms joint 

flexibility. 

16., "The introduction of oil into the joint interface reduces 

(.. ynamic bending of the joint. 

i. 7. ' Above a certain preload-limit the-deformation stiffness 

pof a rectangular bolted joint may be predicted by the_-___ 

nethod described in Chapter 6. 

18, A mechanism has been described for simulating four 

ilual bolt loads from the force delivered by the ram of a 
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compression test machine. 

19. Joint separations of the order of 5m were measured 

in joints subjected to static bolt loads. 

20. The separation of joint planforms caused by increasing 

a non-uniformly' distributed preload is of great importance 

in determining joint properties. This separation should 

be further studied to determine its affect on the manner 

:, n which load is borne at the joint interface änd on the 

transmission of vibrational energy across joints. 
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Appendix 2 LIST OF FIGURES 

Page No. 

1. Schematic of apparatus for measuring flatnesses 
of joint surfaces. 

2. 'Specimen traces of the surface profiles of 
turned and ground steel joints. 

3.. 'Table of deviations on joint surfaces from 
the straight line between measuring positions. 

4. Variation of contour area ofl? ground and turned 
..: j*oirits with joint deflection, '' 

5, Variation of contour area with joint load. 

6. Vibration test rig. General Arrangement. 

7. Joint top plate. 

8. Joint base plate. 

9. Block diagram of instrumentation used to measure 
"joint motion., 

10. Distance meter calibration - Frequency response 
. and Phase Calibration. 

11. Block diagram of apparatus used to calibrate 
distance meter, 

112. '- "Distance meter calibration. Amplitude. 'static -"r` 
and dynamic. 

13. Thread Loading diagram. 

14. Deviations from a linear Bolt load/torque 
relationship. 

15. Block diagram of instrumentation used to measure 
"bolt-load torque characteristic. 

16. Table of measured variation in bölt load with 
applied torque. 

17. Variation in Bolt load with applied torque. 

18,19. Variation of rms flexibility of-turned and 
ground joints with joint preload. 

20-23. Variation of the flexibility of turned and 
ground joints in the oiled and dry states with 

. position in the joint and with joint preload. 

24. Variation in the deflected profile of a turned 
`joint over a half cycle of forced excitation. 

25. Comparison of the variation of the mean normal 
motion of a turned oiled joint and the standard 
deviation of points on the joint annulus from this 
mean as a function of time. 
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26. Variation, as a function of joint preload, 
-of the ratio of the standard deviation of the 
-joint motion from the mean level, averaged 

around the joint annulus, to the mean level 
of normal motion. 

27. Variation in the ratio of rocking to normal 
motion with joint preload. 

28,29. Variation, with joint preload, in the standard 
deviation of the motion of ground and turned 
joints from the mean normal motion averaged 
around the joint annulus. 

30,31. Variation, with preload, in the normal flexibility 
of turned and ground joints. 

32. Typical frequency responses of the test joints. 

33" Variation in frequency response at-different positions 
within a single joint. 

34. Joint models. 

35" Variation in response of joint model with relative 
stiffness. 

36. Diagrammatic representation of static loading 
test rig. 1 

37. Static Loading test rig. 

38,39" Static load/deflection curves at various positions 
around annular turned and ground joints. 

40. Variation, with static preload, of the mean 
closure of turned and ground annular test joints. 

41. Variation with preload of the deflection stiffnesses 
of annular turned and ground joints. 

42. Comparison of deflection stiffness and normal 
stiffness. 

43. Variation with preload in the normal stiffness of 
turned and ground annular joints. 

44. Variation in the response of the modified joint 
model with relative joint. stiffness. 

45. -Frequency response of joint models. 

46. Variation in the deflection over a quadrant of 
ground and"turned annular joints for different 
static joint loads. 

47., -, Comparison of normal and rms flexibilities of' 
turned and ground annular steel joints. 

48. ' Diagrammatic representation of a rectangular joint. 
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49. Static Loading rig for-rectangular steel joints. 

50-53. Experimental and theoretical values of the 
variation in the closure of milled and ground 
rectangular joints with position in the joint 
and with applied load. 

54. Surface profile along the mid-axis of a ground 
rectangular joint. 

55" Experimental and theoretical values of the closure 
of ground and milled rectangular joints between 
preloads of 3000kg. and 4000kg.. 
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Mean of Standard 
Surface 

" 
Direction 

. 
Deviations Deviation of 

µm Deviations 

Radial 0.87 0.32 

T r d ne u 

Circumferential 0.90 0.30 

Radial 0.116' 0.046 "' 

G d roun 

Circumferential : 0.060 0.035 

" 

Fig. 3 Deviation of points on joint surfaces from 

the straight line between measuring positions 
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